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President in his recent bereaveNEWS
ment in the loss of his faithful EUROPEAN
wife and helpmate, and express
GLANCE
WEEK
CONVENTION the sincere hope that the laudable work instituted by her nny
be continued and that it may
crowd make clean sweep by endure as a monument to her Battles so far reported are for tha most part only outpost
skirmishes, although the fighting between Germans
getting complete control of organization, pasting their memory.
Tiiat we congratul ute our sisand Belgians around Liege is severe. 40,000 reported
resolutions, nominating their representative and sekilled in one battle .between French and Germans.
lecting delegates to the State Convention at Curry ter state of Oklahoma in having
Democratic United States
Important decisive Rattles expected soon.
County Democratic Couvention at the court house two
Senators of whom we are all
Monday. It was almost unanimous.
justly proud ami that to one of
Hon.
them the
Robert L.
The Belgians still hold the
owes a Ouster Proceedings on Trial latgpst forts at Lige although
When we say faction, it is on- be nominated if that issue car- Owen New Mexico
Jjvidge J. T. McClure accom- the Germans have captured the
Texieo delegation greater debt than she will probly intended ta apply to a weak ried. The
ably
be
pay.
ever
to
able
by district attorney K. K. city after losses of thousands.
panied
rereally
to
down
seven
came
was
opposition,
string
there
That we endorse 'our repre- Scott and court stenographer, Ti'.e Germans are attempting to
and
no faction. It was too much one inforce the Clovis d
move thiough Belgium in order
sided to L termed a faction. It James Keily was un:'iimously sentative to Congress, the ll)n. Miss Estes, came up from
11. B. Forgusson.
to cross over lh' frontier into
on
noon
Thursday.
the
train
"a
against
by
In
all
nominated
but.
acclamation.
unanimous
was
That we endorse the admin- The temporary ouster proceed- France. They are meeting with
few who did not acree with the his speech of acce.i a.iw- he
pledged
majority of the democratic par- again
h.mself to istration of our Governor, the ings against County Clerk, A. L. stout resistance.
The English have landed
ty. It was a strong rebuke to support the issues specified in Hon. Wm. C. McDonald, and Await, will be heard Thursday
some of those who hail employed the resolution adopted and pro- other Democratic state officers; afternoon and he proceedings troops in France and Belgium
a supporter and commend our Governor for against County Treasurer Taylor and the three powers will unite
methods in Curry county which claimed himself
the his courage in vetoing the out- will be heard Friday nfternoon, to resist German invasion.
interests of
the majority of tho democrats of the
It has been reported from
people.
Just be rageously lJih salary bill and If the court sustaines the prosethought very undemocratic.
It common
French
cution,
temsources that thirty thouswili
the
officers
believe,
be
sincerely
hope,
he
tnd
ComCounty
adjournment,
might be termed "steam roller" fore
tactics, but if it was, the steam missioner Roy D. Elder gained will cntinue to veto any high porarily removed to await the and Germans and fifteen thousjury trials at the next term of and French have been killed in
was up and the roller rolled. recognition of the chair, and salary bill presented to him.
court in September. Attorneys battles resulting in the
Legisour
Candidate
That
for
is
his
things
when
custom,
engine
as
was oiled and it
The
by the
of
Patton and Askren represent
splendidly, the track do ii?t proceed to suit his fan- lature be asked to promise:
worked
Taylor
French
which
they
and
Jim
Hall,
of
lost
to
Portales,
the
Counwill
he
work
That
for a
was smooth and there was no cy, began a tirade of criticism
Germans in 1870.
his re- ty Salary Bill for reasonable sal-- represents Await.
slip. In other words the
and abuse, directing
The world is amazed at the
ies
for all county o fficers,
The attorneys in the Await
Commissioners
faction marks particularly against the
stand
of the Belgians who with
will
and
support
bill
salary
no
hearcase,
up
which
came
for
(better known as the democrat- clause in the resolution asking
more than ing at 2 o'clock filed a motion to an army of 40,0il0 are able to
ic party of Curry county) seated that the county printing be left that provides for
all their deb gates, elected their to the lowest bidder instead of .$2,500 for any county officer in quash, alleging that the con- more than check the German
trained
mporary chairman and secre- beinir dished out as a perquis- Curry county together with rea stitution provide:! that an officer advance o f 100,000
tary, elected their permanent ite, und against Treasurer Prof. sonable ckrk hire where and shall HOLD office until he is soldiers.
The Russian and Austrians
absolutely removed. Therefore, if the ofchairman and secretary, nomi- John F. Taylor, The latter was whin clerks are
fighting desperately-aare
the
needed.
suspended,
ficer
conwas
they
on
his
passed
in
an
and
it
feet
instant
nated the committees,
That he will do everything in tend that he would not be hold- Uneister river where 12 Austritheir set of resolutions, selected looked like trouble, when the
six out of seven delegates, elect- Chairman declared the speaker his power to have the present ing the office since his successor an Regiments were routed.
The Servians still hold Bel
ed their two state comniittemen, out of order and entertained a printing bill so amended that would be appointed and hold the
This was public printing must bo let to office until a result of a jury grade after an almost continuous
named their chairman of the motion to adjourn.
instead of trial in a regular court case. bombardment since the breaking
carried unanimously
and the the lowest bidder
county central committee, and
well if there is anything else, delegates left the hall leaving being handed out as "pie" as it The prosecution 'contends that, out of hostilities and their Army
is under present law.
the accused would still hold the has invaded Bosnia.
they got that too. Every move him still speaking.
The Monlenegruns
have inwill
pass
he
That
to
office
Delegate
endeavor
but that he would be susJames, who is a
or motion madt by the opposition w as promptly ruled out of (rood fellow, took the result in a law giving each county the pended only from performing its vaded Austria and are attacking
order or vo'.ed do.vn almost good spirits, and waving his amounts collected as automobile duties and that in name he Scutari.
France has declared war
would still be the county clerk.
unanimously.
hand aloft Fhouted. "And let license for their road fand.
That he will work for an The court adjourned until eight against Austria and Servia has
peace sail gracef.il-lof
dove
the
In tub Primaries,
amendment to present law so o'clock Friday morning to enable declared war against Germany.
over this convention."
In the primaries held SaturThe Germans admit a heavy
The new county chairman is that each County Commision-e- r the attorneys to look up the
day to elect delegates to the Prof. E. H. Robinson
will be voted for only in meaning of the word HOLD as loss along the Russian border
and the
county convention, the present
to advices from
it applies in the case in "Wools according
secretary is W. C. Zerwer. The his Commissioner District.
organization
named the
English sources, but the facts
That he will work for a law and Phrases."
state committeemen selected
in both Clovia precincts
for the ensuing term of two reducing the high price for reLater. - The court overruled are carefully concealed. It apand in a majority (.f the outside years are Judge Harry Patton, cording lcfcal instruments.
the motion to quash and the pears that each side minimises
precincts. The issue in Clovis
their losses and exaggerates
of Clovis and M. M. Craig, of
case has proceeded to trial.
was principally based on the
those of the ememy, which toRoad
Board
Returns
deleTexieo. The following
salary and tax questions, the gates were elected to
with a ritfid censorship
gether
Ed Homan nnd Fred W. James
attend
the present organization being the state democratic convention:
C. II. Hannum, of Melrose is makes the News of an indefinate
returned last week from Santa
in favor of reasonable and not C. E.
and unreliable kind.
Dennis, Harry Patton, M. Fe, where they went to attend in the city.
high
They
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dele-pate- s

won in a
salaries.
walk. In precinct, "nine which
eompiH es half the city of Clovis
and outlying dislricU, the vote
of for;y- - four delegates
was
unanimous and only took about
fifteen minutes
to select the
fourteen delegates which would
be favorable
to the proceedings as were later had at the
county convention.
In precinct
one the result was the same.
All the nineteen delegates on
the ticket supported by the new
organization crowd were elected. Thirty eight attended the

primaries

in

precincUone and

among those balloted upon on
the losing ticket, Mr' Mabry is
said to have received the lowest vote of the nineteen candidates. It was generally understood that Jas. Kiely, who had
pledged himself to Bupport the
crowd in
their contention for reasonable
salaries and lower taxes would

the

M. Craig, C. A. Scheurich.
good roads convention.
Ja9.
Kiely. W. W. Nichols and Wilkie They report that Curr County
will get its share of funds for
Carter.
Following are the resolutions the improvement o f roads as
soon as the 4 per cent bonds are
as unanimously adopted:
sold, but that the buyers at that
DemoResolved, that the
crats of Curry County New rate o f interest are a scarce
Mexico, this 10th day of August article,

1914, in Convention

assembled:
Renew our allegiance to the
time honored principles of dem
ocracy. That we heartily endorse tha present National administration in its entirety, and
point with pride to the fact that
in two short years almost all
party pledges have been fulfilled
and laws passed in compliance
with party platform as adopted
at Baltimore. That we recognize in our president, Wood row
Wilson, one of the greatest
statesman the world has ever
known and endorse his every
public act
That we express our sincere
and heartfelt sympathy to our

Williams is Governor
According to the latest Oklahoma election returns, which required a careful count. Williams
is in the lead for Governor by a
majority of only l.COO. Robertson, who alleges gross irregularities in some of the counties,
ha3 given notice that he will
contest the election.

An English ship has been reported sunk by the German
and wife of Spring Lake, crusier just olf the Golden gates
Texas, are visiting in the city.
at San Francisco.
Mrs. Louise Cecil, fo rmerly
of Melrose, passed through Clo- Governor McDonald
Mere.
vis on her way to that city after
Governor W. C. McDonald
an absence of a couple of years was in the city for a short time
in the East and North.
Monday, coming in from the
W.

L.

Town-sen-

d

Mrs. M. I. Spears and two
children arrived Sunday
from
Turlock. Cal., and will remain
until about September when
she will be joined by Mr. Spears
and visit at Ft. Worth, Texas
before returning to their home
in California.

Mrs. W. N. Porter returned
J. A. Cox, the Curry county the first of the week from a
scientific farmer was in from visit at Alvord and Electra,
his farm Saturday. He says Texas.
Miss Minnie
Porter
they are going to have a record their sister accompanied her
breaking crop this season and home and will remain about
says that
that he has tried Feterita and a month, Mrs.-Port-er
Soudan but that he still places no place, on her trip, looks as
his faith in old reliable Milo.
good Clovis and Curry County.

East

on

the night train

Sun-

day night and continuing south
on the noon train Monday. He
was accompanied
Dick
bv
DeGraftenreid.
of Buchanan,
one of the largest stock growers
of the state.

t.

R. Conarty returned
Mrs.
the first of the week from
southern Texas where she has
been visiting relatives the past
month. Her little nephew accompanied her home. Mr. and
Mrs. Conarty have moved to
the Burns house and will reside
there during the absence of
Mrs. Frank Burns,

U.

S. FLEET

FORCED

10 PUY

SECOND FIDDLE
Officers at Vera Cruz Outranked
by the British.
HAVE

NO

ADMIRAL

IN

NAVY

Mexico Situation Call
Attention to
Policy by Which American Prestlg
Is 8acrlflcd Claih at Port

Narrowly Avartid.

the ranking officer among the navlea
of the world that might come here- .As soon as the United States At
lantlo fleet started to assemble at Vera
Cruz Admiral Craddock, In tbe Weat
Indies, was ordered to proceed at all
speed to this spot. As soon as he arrived on the cruiser Essex, flying
rear admiral's flag, he was the ranking officer in port In case of any
concerted move by tbe world powers
be would have commanded, and Great
Britain with Its one cruiser now the
cruisers Berwick and Lancaster have
joined tbe Essex would have dominated the situation.
"Rather technical," says the layman.
True, but In affairs of the sea and
nations rules of precedence are strict.
Consequenoes have been serious and
from a similar situation.
In the time of the Boxer uprising In
China, when the allied powers landed
their forces to restore order, it was believed that Captain McCalla, an American campaigner of long experience In
China, would command. Uut Qreat
Hrltaln, with foresight In 1900, Just as
Seytoday, had hurried
mour to the scene of action. He outranked 4he other officers. Qreat Britain wanted to dominate the situation.
Seymour surprised everybody by going ashore and taking comTo the Chinese from
mand himself.
mandarin down to coolie Qreat Britpower.
ruling
was
American
the
ain
naval officers on the Asiatic station
say that the opinion formed then continues.
Among officers of tbe American
navy whose duties take them on a continuous round of foreign capitals,
there is constant embarrassment-- Almost invariably the American trails
after the British, German, Austrian,
Italian, Dutch, Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, Russian, Japanese, French,
Spaulsh, Portuguese, Qreek, Turkish,
Argentine. Brazilian. Chilean, Peru

Vera Crux, Mexico. Mobilizing the
Atlantic fleet off Vera Crui has
an astounding situation in tbe
American navy, says James 0. Wood
In Chicane. Dally News.
With tbe
largest fleet this nation baa ever
for active service, one of tbe
largest any nation bas ever bad in one
port, Its commanding rear admiral Is
outranked because or seniority by tbe
British rear admiral, whose entire
command bas been from one to three
small cruisers, representing not
of the strength of the American battleships.
In the event of any united action
Hear Admiral Craddock of the royal
navy would commund.
Unless there
bould be special agreement between
the liritlsh and United States governnaval
ments the entire American
forces would be under his orders.
Washington by which Is meant con- vian, Chinese.
gress and the national administration.
All outrank him. All have vice- - adthis and preceding ones is responsible
and most of them full grade adfor the situation. With all Its claims mirals Foreign war vessels which
mirals.
as a world power, with a fl30.Otl0.0UO come
Into Vera Crus today salute the
BrltlBb colors first, steaming silently
past the rows of American ships, some
of them as large as all three "llmeya,"
as the Britishers are called.
Native Mexico sees. Mexico also
pays respect to the British. If America hud admirals or even
In command of its Imposing flcetB, the
situation might be reversed.
In tbe Atluntlo fleet along the east
coast of Mexico, centered at Vera
Cruz, are six rear admirals. All are
of equal rank, but hold precedence
according to the date of their promotion. The commanding organization,
according to precedence among ' the
rear admirals consequently Is:
Charles J. Badger, commander-in-chie- f
Atlantle fleet, March 8, 1911.
Cameron McR. Wlnslow, command
ing special service squadron, September 14, 1011.
Frank F. Fletcher, commanding first
division, October 17, 1911.
Frank E. Beatty, commanding third
th

Rear Admiral Cameron McR. Wlnslow.
a year navy. Including the largest
of any nation, tbe
American officers in foreign waters
are usually outranked by those of other nations because America haa neithIts
er admirals nor
highest rank la rear admiral, except
the grade of admiral of tbe navy,
which is held by Oeorge Dewey. His
duties are seldom on sea, and the rank
goes out when he goes.
In Mexico's waters the situation already has threatened serious consequences.
Rear Admiral Craddock and
Hear Admiral Fletcher were on the
verge of friction at Vera Cms, but the
liritlsh government diplomatically advised Craddock to waive his rights of
precedence.
Uefore the Mexican situation assumed Its serious phases Great Britain,
with customary alertness in affairs international, assured Itself of having
l.

division, April 27, 1912.
Clifford J. Boush, commanding second division, March 28, 1913.
Henry T. Mayo, commanding fourth
division, June 16, 1913.
In any American commercial organization of the magnitude of the Atlantle fleet there would be an ascending order of ranks, the officers diminishing In number as the rank ascends.
In almost any other navy there would
be an admiral In command of such a
ls
large fleet and two or more
and rear admirals In command
of each division.
The men in a division of a fleet outnumber those In a brigade of the

army. A single ship compares to a
regiment In men. In armament It
equals three or four regiments of artillery. Tbe smallest battleship bas
between 600 and 700 men. Tbe entire
Twenty-eightregiment of Infantry
here bas only 560 men. A dreadnaught
has between 1,100 and 1,200 men. The
Seventh tbe largest regiment here
has not 1,000. A battleship is a city
In Itself homes and workshops In
which tbe population must be drilled

Girls Boast Many Names
Father, Mother, Callers, Servants, All
Havs Own Designation for Chinese Young Women.
Detroit A Chinese girl does not
start life with one name and bear It
with her for the rest of her days, aa
does the member of a Christian family. A fond rather will call bis baby
girl his "Moonbeam," while bis son
goes under the designation of
"Phoenix," says the Detroit Times.
When she begins to run about her
mother probably knows her as a "Little Sister." Callers address her as
"Little Daughter of the House," and
strangers and servants show their reaped In the use of 'Little Miss."
The Chinese word for an orchid I
conveyed by Lan. Girls of many type
are all compared to the Queen of
Flowers, but they are equally diversified In tastes and occupations, o they
are distinguished by words of two syllables, the hitter of which I "lan." . A
Chinese proverb signifies "the word
uttered from a heart full of sympathy

end, when occasion
out to fight
A

requires, turned

division consists of five battl-

of which usually Is docked
and when In fleet or
ganlzatlon a varying number of aux.
Uiary cruisers, gunboats, destroyers,
colliers and other craft A fleet of flv
divisions would bs much larger than
an army division.
A captain In the navy ranks with
colonel In the army. A rear-admlr-

eshipsone

for repairs

ranks with a
. Rear Admiral Farragut after thi
Dark Parks and Bashful Moon, Lovers Spoon
Civil war was made an admiral. David Porter was made a
Ai times Harry will be found with his bead In
and on Farragut'a death succeeded to WASHINGTON.
smoothing his damp brow and fanning him. Again,
Tb rank Frank and Florence may be more ardent, or the night may be cooler, and hetbo full rank of admiral.
of admiral died with Porter.
will have his strong arm pressed pro-Appointment of temporary admirals
tectlngly around her shoulders. In
for command of fleets bas been sugthis arrangement Flo always rests her
gested. They would always be out.
slightly tinted cheek on Frank's clean
shirt Just below the collar. Frank
then bas a blush coming to him when
the boys fk him what happened to
his shirt Positions without number
may be assumed by these spooning
couples, some even preferring to walk
along the shaded paths with their
bands tightly clasped or their
ilka Iv across each other's
shoulders. A fortunate Investigator has reported that hs bas discovered
couple, Sally, weighing nearly 210 and Archer, size, two and
which Invariably assumes tbe position of
Taken as a whole this class of spooners Is an Interesting on for th
curiously Inclined. W have them, and the police have not rid us of them,
so why not study them from a zoological or anthropological point of ylewf
Specimens might even be secured and mounted. A new fadl Let' start It
triangles-knowOh yes, stranger, those wide, cool, open green squares and
as the parks of Washington are lnhnblted. In broad daylight w
and tiny children enjoying the protecting shade, but at night ah at
night we do not see the denizens of the park, who are enjoying tha protecting darkness. How do we know there Is any one there? We fall over them.
Can any one venture into Lafayette square or Frankllu park or Lincoln
park or any dark place provided with benches these summer evenings without feeling tbe presence of these amorous mortals?
major-genera-

'
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T?

arms-(winnr- i

Says Capital

Policemen

Always

Have

Manners

Pittsburgh may need a school of manners for her
ttffmenCOURSE,
as she does for some of her millionaires. Washington policemen
police--

have their manners before they get on the force."
Maj. Richard
Sylvester smiled
grimly aa he road the dispatch from
the Smoky city reciting the frantic attempts being made to civilize tbe police. Director of Public Safety C. S.
Uubbard, the report said, is going 40
have classes where young cops will
learn to be kind to dumb drinkers and
ardent automoblllsts.
"How about a course like that
here?" was suggested to the major.
"Teach policemen to cut out the rough
work with burglars and thugs and al
ways speak gently to seoond-ntorworkers."
The major pondered the idea for a moment Then he branched oft.
Rear Admiral Hsnry T. Maya
"If we Washington policemen," said he. "were in the habit of maltreathours.
ranked by admirals of other nations ing citizens, this town would be In a furore Inside of twenty-fou- r
because of length of service, ss po- About every third person In Washington is a diplomatic attache or a publlo
litical pressure would be strong tu official.
"Can you imagine what would happen In this city If the police
pass the honor around as rapidly as
the habit of clubbing military attaches and chiefs of government
possible.
Tbe result Is that the great Ameri- bureaus?"
The
Interviewer passed the buck.
can navy, which bas been built up to
"You see," continued the major, "policemen In Washington have civility
hold the nation In a place as a world
preached them before they get on the force. I believe that Washington
power, 1b always at a tactical disadvantage when Us commanding officers policemen have more tart than the police of any other city in the country.
are forced Into back seats by tb on- If they use too much force got too free with their clubs they quickly appear before the trial board."
cers of other nations.
FORTUNE NOT TO CHANGE HIM
Plttaburgh Professor, Now Worth
Hon, Won't Quit Work In th

When Little Boy Met the "Man of Importance"

Mid

MAN of Importance you can always spot blm by hi "sir" waa favoring ths Whits Houae neighborhood with his stately tread wben a small
boy (topped him. He was such a tiny boy as to still be wearing white kilt
and a shiny red belt, and he talked1
Pittsburgh, Pa. Prof. B. M. Wollank
with a baby lisp. In hi outstretched
of the chair of language at th Pittshand lay a dead sparrow.
burgh Normal, who may be the rich"Make him go." Th child said
est schoolmaster In tha United States,
It as Imperatively as If tb Important
will stay In the schoolroom and work,
nan were hi very own daddy "t
deaplte hie wealth.
picked him op and b won't go-M-ake
Professor Wollank and bla (on will
him fly far."
soon get a 226,000,000 estate In Berlin.
To be requested to maks an exThe estate is that of n great-uncl- e
ceedingly dead bird fly Is too much to-as-k
will provided that It go to th
who
of any man of Importance.
male descendants ot the Wollank Una
"Throw that thing back In the
after a certain time. Th time bas extreeL How do yon suppose 1 can
pired and the professor and hi son,
Importance."
fly?"
"Man
of
said tha
make It
who Is a banker at Delhi, La., are th
"Win blm up. Wif a key"
only heirs.
waa an unfortunate man whose overt mportance bad hindered
he
Perhaps
Tbe possession of at least twelve and
p
toys, tor hs
a half million dollars will not mean tb him from an acquaintance with little children and wound-uretirement of the professor, he asserts. merely flung the proposition aside and resumed hi stately treading.
And perhaps again be would have been ashamed of himself If he had
He Intends to stay In the schoolroom
and seen the tiny kid with th bird In hi outstretched palm,
until sge retire blm. He couldn't be turned back face
the bewildered hurt at doubtless th first rebuff h had
and on hi
happy elsewhere, be says.
ver received In all tb four year bf hi life.
Schoolroom.

DRILL BORES SQUARE HOLES

Land of Steady Habits Produces
Novelty Formerly Rehave the fragrance of the orchid." As
garded a Imposslbl.
the flower rank so high In tbe opinion
of the people, It would be difficult to
Bridgeport's
Nw Haven, Conn.
And a sweeter name for a girl.
prominence aa a commercial and manA "Shy Flower" or a "Sweet Blosbrought It still
som" la a favorite appellation, and the ufacturing center has
which
manufacture,
of
Una
another
them
girls' families and friends know
In a abort time,
commenced
will
be
Heart,
by such fanciful word a Purs
of rotating drllla to
Peace and Modesty coupled with In- the manufacture
dustry, Faith. Truth or some of the bora squar hole.
A few years ago vn cientits
other virtues expected of th women
waa absoof that Eastern land. Truth, for In- would have said that It
tool
stance, Is sometimes taken as the ba- lutely Impossible for a routing
square hole, yet It bas
true
a
to
bora
adjective,
an
with
and,
names,
of
sil
been don by th simplest sort ot
becomes a key to the character of th
attached
Individual to whom It Is given. Wang-pa-n mechanism, which can be
la a girl who does not possess a to any lathe or milling machine.
To describe the drill and 1U procea
brother, but one who wishes shs had
on. If a son I born Into tb family I somewhat difficult in language
her name Is changed at once, and ab adapted to the lay mind not especially versed In mechanical motions Ths
becomes the girl who has a brother.
principle Involved Is tbat of moving
triangular shaped drill or cutter In a
Woman Walk In Sleep.
Tonkere. N. Y. While asleep. Mr. square master guide, or cam. For borCheater Parlow walked out of ber ing different sized boles It I necesnightgown and was found sary only to change the drill, as tb
horn In
master guide Is adjustable.
half a mil away by ber husband.

A

for

Fishing

Pastime and an Incidental Income

Is a pastime and an Incidental Income, or rather, outgo, with a
of the people of Washington. Every traveler along ths
aides of the rocky reaches of the liver above Washington bas probably noted
th sign "Bait for Bale," "Boats for
Hire" and other signs put up for tb

FISHINQ

benefit (perhaps) of prospective fishermen.
rhere I a little Industry, though.

car outbound reach the Intersection

XSrvl

' tit

jliSSISj

T
Pit t,ST
and Prospect streets,
street and Prospect
or Thirty-sixtvenue, or, at any rate, the point
where soft drink signs are posted all
over tb old Southworth cottage, many
These boys
mall boy tempt passengers with mssses of wriggling worms.
In piping tones are aaylng, "Fish worms," or "Faesb warm." They have
battered tin can and they bold It so tbat th mass ot
their merchandise In
squirming worms wriggles partly In tbs can and partly in on of tha bands ot
I
displaying his warea, and hs wants to prove to you that th
the boy. He
tangled knot of them In
worms have plenty of wrlggl in them. He ha
one hsnd and be plead with you to buy them. For Ave or ten cents hs will
let yon have enough of them to feed all th fish that dally with your hooka.
It may be that th fish esteem these worms; that they took on them a dell-cmorsels, and that their appetite is piqued and tempted by them; but
there I no accounting for tastes.
Many flsbsrmsti pans at this transfer point to buy bait from tb boys.
of

Thirty-sixt-

h

C

L O V I

S,

NEW

DAINTY

M

E X I

C

,0,

DRESS

LITTLE

NEWS
OF PARISIAN DESIGN

MADE A GOOD GUIDE
Representative J. Hampton Moor,
who succeeded John Dalsell on the
ways and meant committee, while
hailing from Philadelphia, knows hit
Washington like a native. During the
visit of a party of homo friend to
the capital, Mr. Moore waa thowlng
them the tlgbtt of the city and, while
coming from the northeast entrance
of the White House ground! their attention waa attracted by the group of
herolo figures, that make up the Lafayette ttatue at the southeast corner
of Lafayette square.
This presents, with other things,
a woman with a garment about her
loins which she Is frantically graspingholding up a naked sword to
Lafayette, who Is standing above. Her
attitude Is one of eager, nay, anxlout
and Insistent supplication.
As the party approached the statuary group. Representative Moore
struck the posture of a guide, and, In
tha nrnfMiintiKl twanar of the craft.
:
"And now, ladies and gentlemen.. we come to the
droned out In
statue of the great soldier and statesman, Maruuls de Lafayette.
Below him Is a woman In suppliant attitude, holding a sword. Apparently
the Is speaking earnestly to him and"
"But, Mr. Moore," Interrupted one of the ladlea of the party, what is
the woman saying to Lafayette?"
"That's very plain, If you observe the condition of her attire, madam,
he replied. "She's begging him: 'Here, general, take this, quick, while I
catch my clothes!
sing-song-

d

"BREAD

UPON

THE

WATERS"

Representative Heflln of Alabama
Is a great believer In the return of
bread "cast upon the waters." and In
proof thereof relates a story of the
time when he bad first entered politics.
It seems that about five miles
negro Jubifrom the Heflln home
lee of some sort was In progress angl
was attracting hundreds of negroes
from all parts of the surrounding country. One of tho.ie who wished to attend the function and bad driven
many weary miles was unfortunate
when he reached the vicinity of the
Heflln residence. One of the wheels
on his buggy broke.
The old darky had been told
where Representative Heflln'a father
lived, and probably also that the elder
Mr. HeTiln had a sympathetic heart
Therefore, he went to the door and
asked the elder Mr. Heflln, who had a
blacksmith shop, to let him borrow a
wheel for his broken buggy.
The wheel was loaned and the negro went on bis way rejoicing.
Some years later, however, when the present representative bad been
persuaded to enter the race for the state legislature, be saw the old darky.
Mr. Heflln had Just come to the tud of a pause In a campaign speech whan
the wheel borrower arose In the back of the assemblage.
"Ah'd Just lak to ask yo' one question, suh. Are yo' the son of Dr.

(

s

Ambassador Page.

Ambassador Walter H. Page,
speaking lately to the British authors,
dwelt upon the folly of writing for a
living. From the standpoint ot mere
barnyard gumption, he said, it Is absurd for anybody to start out to spend
his life trying to support himself or
herself with the pen. As the ambassador has been an extensive dealer
In literature as a msgaslne editor, he
ought to be able to speak with some
degree of authority on the subject
HIj testimony is In practical accord
with the great majority ef those who
can speak from the experience of an
author, an editor or a publisher. One
ot the most successful women authors,
pecuniarily considered, at least, was
Elizabeth 8tuart Phelps. In her autobiography she dwells on the subject
of authorship, speaking from a wlds
experience, and ber advice to persons
who are attempting a career of authorship is to ths same effect and
very much more pungent than that of
Write If you must, not otherwise.

m

TURKISH ENVOY ADOPTS MOSLEM

FAITH

strong net or ot china silk or moae- sellne.

Alfred Ruetem Bey des Btltnskl,
who has Just succeeded to the poet

net Inaer
Ths bodice will need
waa cot
waist Ths chiffon over-pawith, abort kimono sleeves finished
with' a frill of chiffon, and the open
neck, too, had a finishing frill.
The girdle waa ratbor broad and
topped by an upstanding ruffle of the
skirt material. It tied at one aide
with a long end and loop caught un
rose.
der a natural-lookinThe ssms dress would be delightful
In taffeta and chiffon of that lovely
cream ahade that suggests It might
have lain for years In soma old
cheat, and the girdle could be of
turquoise blue velvet caught with
silver gause rose, while the small
bowknota In ths skirt could be made
of very narrow silver gause ribbon.
Again, flowered taffeta. In one ot the
small wreath patterns, will make another charming variation.
Ton will probably be able to guess
front designs snob as this that taller
skirts are really on the way.
rt

of Turkish ambassador to the United
States is not a Turk. His father
was a Pole and his mother was
Miss Sandlson. of an arlstocratlo
British family. Ths ambassador baa
recently received widespread commendation In many Turkish newspapers because he, a short time ago,
embraced the Moslem faith.
"It Is like coming b"k boms.
said the ambassador In Washington
the other day. "I have so many good
friends here thst it Is a great delight
to serve my government In Washington.
"No, 1 do not apprehend another
I am one who
war In the Balkane.
earnestly hopes for peace and believes there will be peace. Turkey,
ft Is true, lost some territory In ths
recent war, and while It Is always
bad for a nation to loee territory, it
it,
r,
will probably prove a oieseing ior
la the end. The Turkish army Is In far better condition than ever.
mailer, but more ffldeat, better disciplined, and better trained."
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IIOSTETTER'S
Stomach Bitters I
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and you possess the se- crets of continued good
health.
It is for Poor
Appetite, Indigestion,

y

Cramps, Constipation
Try it.

and Biliousness.
Hat made ef white straw and
trimmed with small whits wings.
WAIST

SHOULD

BE

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
ormlcldal of all antiseptics la

NORMAL

t

Correct Corseting Alwsys One of the
Meet Important Aids to Health
snd Beauty.
i

At the root of the Ills to which
feminine flesh Is heir Is Incorrect corseting snd tight lacing. These are
by no means synonymous terms. Ons
may be Incorrectly yet loosely cor
teted. Today It la the exceptional
woman who laces ber corset so tightly
that her figure assumes an unnatural
contour. Ten years ago many women
did. This Improvement is to some
degree to the credit of the wearers
ot corsets, but to a still greater degree
It it to the credit of corset manufacturers and the mandates of
who have Just regard for their
health and beauty realise that the
normal waist measurement Is an Important adjunct thereto. This Is
proved by the fact that all ready-madgarments are two Inches larger around
the waist than they were two years
ago, which means that most women
who used to wear a 22 corset now
wear a 24, and so on through the different sizes.
Leading physicians all admit that
women require support for tne aoao-meSupport is entirely different
from suppression. If ths abdomen Is
suppressed, a lot of trouble is brought
on, the first sign ot which is constipation. The colon cannot function properly.
More depends upon the colon
re
of, even
than most people
some physicians. The direct results
of restricting the action of tbejcolon
r wnakness. Insomnia and dyspep
sia; the Indirect results are too nu
merous to mention and would oe superfluous,
because the prevailing
styles in corsets conform In a great
degree to nature's demands.
The wise physician raises bit vole
not against the use but the abuse of
the corset A corset which supports
the abdomen will never be condemned
by those who are conversant with the
structure of the human body, masculine or feminine. More men wear
abdominal belts than is dreamed ot by
Some of the most adthe public.
vanced scientists state that women
n waar corsets now which conform
to the latest fashion without sacri
ficing their health. Harriet Edwarat
Fayea, In Woman's World.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

On Dainty Aprons.
On dslnty aprons It Is well to sew
'beading Instead of the regulation bind
ing and strings. Tbls beading should
be about an Inch in widin, ana wasn
ribbon should be run through It Tbls
at ths
ribbon serves for strings-an- d
same time lends to the beauty of ths

"When you look at me, my des-- ,
your eyes always bavs a stupid expres-

fashion-Wome-

sre-lwa-

FOR A LIVING

use ot

Dy

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
In treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine Ills (t has no equal.
For ten years ths Lydla E. Plnkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtlne
In their private correspondence with
women, which proves Its superiority.
Women who bsve been cured say
It Is "worth. Its weight in gold." At
druggists. BOo. lsrge box, or by malL
The Paxtou Toilet Co Boston, Mass.

FREE TO ALL SUFFERERS

If

JTott

crriti

fe 'OUT Of SORT' 'BfN BOWN' 'oof
from bidnbt, beaudik, nbrtoi'i

Writ

thm

apron. The ribbon can be slipped out
when the apron ia soiled. It can then
be pressed out freshened up and replaced when the apron has returned
snow whits from a visit to tba tub.
Sssm.
Skirt Without
Charming and altogether practical
are the gowns whose skirts are formed
ot but one piece. Clever Is ths dressmaker who Insists on making ths
gown, especially the skirts, on ber
customers. Really this does not take
nearly as long as It used to take to
turn up one of the very full skirts,
and we all manage to get through
that soms wsy. The skirt known as
ths wrapover usually has a silk or
lace underskirt
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health!

I TO
I is by way of the Stomach,

Liver and JJowels. Keep
j these organs strong and

If you are slender and rather tall
you can wear the dress of the sketch
and know that it waa designed for
your particular type, but It you are-w- ell,
If you are not, it will certainly
sever do. It was worn by a young
woman to whom It was not at all
suited at a recent private dance, but

e

CUT

n

Better In Summer Evening
Frocks Has Been Offered Than
Thlt Typically French Confection Descrlbtd.

the dress Itself was so altogether
dainty and youthful that I am sending
home a sketch in case any one wishes
to copy It for a lovely summer evening frock, writes Lillian E. Young in
a letter from Paris to the Washington
Star.
These many ruffled skirts are extremely modish Just now, and are
most becoming to the type that suit,
for, naturally, the design lends fullness to a slight figure and cuts ths
height as well.
chiffon
In this Instance dawn-pinwas used throughout, though It some
thing a little more substantial It pre
ferred the skirt may be of taffeta, and
the bodice of chiffon to match. The
Uttle bow knots set at the top of each
flounce down the left aide of the skirt
velvet ribbon, and
were in a tu
lent a delightfully quaint touch to the
costume. The sleeves were similarly
trimmed.
Don't get the Idea that such a skirt
Is hard to make. It Isn't but It will
require some time and care to arrange
the flounces evenly. They art simply
straight strips of the material
(doubled If of chiffon, but single In
taffeta) about six to seven inches
deep snd evenly gathered at the top
and attached to a plain foundation
This may be of
skirt underneath.

7he shor7

A

Nothing

Heflln T"
And when he hsd received an affirmative response from the speaker ot
the day, the old dorky continued:
"Well, den. Ah Just wants to tell yo' one thing. Ah never took dat wheel
bark to yo' futher.- - Ah Juut kept poatponln' It and postponln' It and Ah guest
Ab'll never see yo' father again In dis world an' he'll never see dat wheel.
to
But Ali'm Ming to tell yo' now, dlt old mun and bit three sons is
cast tholr votes for yo'."

WRITING

Vw

particularly designed for
women of slender figure.

LEG
Th. aaptrlorlty

Vura Wll.r
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Some men attract no more attention
than a thermometer on a pleasant day.

For poisoned wounds use Hantord't
Balsam of Myrrh. Adv.
We feel sorry for the fussy old bachelor who Is compelled to live In the
same bouse with a clever child.
No man evef lived long enough to
understand why bis neighbors dislike
blni.
Fmils on wah day. That's when you use
Bed Cro.a Ball Dlue. Clothes whiter than
snow. All grocer. Adv.
How She Wronged Him.
"Your husband, madam, Is suffering
from voluntary inertia." "Poor fellow I
And here I've been telling blm he's

juet laty."
The Retort Courteous,

sion."
"That is, without doubt, my desr, because they always reflect your adorable image." Pagea Follies (Paris).
For Galled Horses.
your horse Is galled, apply
Hanford'a Balsam of Myrrh and you
can keep on working. Try it and it
your horse Is not cured quicker than
by any other remedy, the dealer will
refund your money. Adv.
When

Not Bo Feeble.

"I told Uncle Simon that he was getting too old and feeble to attend to
business."
"Did he take It kindly?"
"He threw me out of the oflloe."
Curst Oil Sorts, Older Remedies Wo1 Care,
Tbe weret aaaaa, ne matter othoar looar atendlne,
re auras fcv the eroodarfat, elS reliable Dr.
Porter Antlaaptle Heella OIL It
Pels sad Haala at the rami Una. tSc, SOe, IM,

rllat

Alsrmlng.
Pitfalls ef Earrings.
"Tour son's case, my dear Mrs.
Earrings, particularly ot the bah
baric order, are becoming extraordi- Comeup, Is ons of eclectic occultism."
"Lew me, professor, Is it catching"""
narily popular. For some months past
they have been worn by the ultra
fashionable, but tt la only during this How To Olve Quinine Te Children
la lbs
mm ttne o aa
spring that they showed any sign of FBBRILINB
Quinine. II la a Taatalaaa Srrap. plena
They tmaravad
general favorites.
becoming
ant te take an4 Soee not SlatarS tbe aioanaeh.
take II sad aerer know H la Quinine.
are difficult things to wear, aa they Cbildre
Alan eaveeiallr adapted te adolta wbe ennaol
have a distressing knack ot making take etdlanr Qaloln. Doaa ant ear. Mat ao
a narvoaanaae emf rlnainf In tka band. Try
most faces look extremely common
It Ik a. it tlaaa foe aad Ooinln lor ar par
or worse.
awn. Aab for
arlcinal paeaase.
Ta
trade-mar- k
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bo nominated as the republican
standard bearer as against Con-

The Clovis News

gressman Fergusson of the democratic party, although there is
The News Printing Company
considerable dissatisfaction with
Fergusson in the ranks of his
Arthur E. Curren, Manager. own party. This opposition
however, it seems is scattered
Willie WalEntered at the post office at and disorganized.
Clovis, N. M. as second class ton of the southwestern part of
matter under the act of March the state is mentioned as being
acceptable to those who would
3, 1879.
oppose Ferguseon's nomination.

.....

Your Printing
V

m

50c

We

ing match.

We understand the Senator
is about reudy to retire from
politics.

BANK
of

employ

Clovis,
New Mexico

only

experienced printers.

The Socialists are the first in
the field with a tickec in New
Next Friday night is Cham- Mexico. They have nominated
ber of Commerce night. Be on W. P. Metcalf, of Albuquerque
hand all ye boosters. We will for Congress.
le waiting for you for you.
Many complaints can be heard
It is said that the best way to these days against excessive
fight the devil is with fire. Two charges for water and light seryears ago romeone else had con- vice. A general destruction of
trol of the steam roller, but it's faulty meters and employment
of more careful observers would
different now.
offer some relief.

JONES, President
S. J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

S. A.

First class work at
is

all times

our

motto.

Let us figure with
you on your next

U. S.

Government
Depository

job.

It's useless to override the
people. Gang rule and bossism
None to Throw Away
may work for awhile, but it
It will be up to the Democracy
won't last long, once the people of Curry County to stand togethbecome acquainted with the er. New Mexico will have no
facts and aroused to action.
Democratic votes to thro v away
this year.
Clovis Journal
Do not let your interest in
Yes, now take a dose of your
politics this fall, overshadow own medicine Tom and abide by
your boosting spirit. We have the result of the county demothe. best crops in the United cratic convention, in which some
States this year light here in of the ourt house "gang" we
Curry County and we want the so effectively "snubbed." It's a
ptople ot the world to know it. long road that has n turn and
We would have the greatest im- the "steam roller" wjrks b)th
migration in our history if oth- ways.
ers only know whut we know.

for

Good stationery
well printed is an
index to good busi-

Postal
Savings

ness methods.

Who has decided
is a "rotten game"

Our officers will be pleased
to advise with you regarding any investment matters
and to explain any banking
and customs with
rules
which you are unfamiliar.

The News Printery
o

Do You Know.

The News gives the News of
the proceedings of the Republi-

that politics

Sheriff D. L. Move and family
Mrs. E. H. AshcraJ't has h.-and why?
asjier. guest this week. are visiting in Dallas this week.
Who is accused of pulling off mother
a "bonehead" on the dancers?
Mr. McFarland, a former
Mrs. Frank Burns left WedKansas to
of Clovis who was assonesday
for
The lady that quietly paid her
ciated with the Santa Fe as civthe fire visit her mother.
fine for driving over

can, Democratic and Socialist
parties. It is not bound to any
ring, clique or combination but
will support such a combination
whenever we think they are in
the right. When, in our opinion
they are not in the right, we
will be equally ready to condemn. That is why the News
is

NATIONAL

ill

doing well.

of

the Curry County
democrats say they feel like a
one legged man in a high kickSome

$1.00

FIRST

If it is worth doing
at all, it is worth

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

One Year
Six Months

THE-- .

r

resi-de-

il

hose?

engineer was in the

ei

ty

Make The
First National
Bank
Your Bank

nt

sev-

and party of eral days the first of the
week.
The fellow who is said to have delegates to the slate democratic He is
still with the company in
lost his girl after a three years convention will leave Saturday
the same capacity an i i heated
courtship?
in a car for Albuquerque to at- in Kansas.
Howard
tend the convention.
Osteopathic
treatment nets
Harvesting Supplies Scarce Dennis will ncconua-i.
r
them ind like magic in Cholera Infantum.
nv.;iiecKiiiK
i.:
accounts- are in- i
From all reports there seems remain there t aUeni ttia state A few treatments curing ihe
vited in any amounts and
worst cases. -- Dr. II. R. Gibson,
to be h general shortage on university.
absolute safety is afforded
Osteopath.
twine and harvesting supplies
1 every dollar.
over the county. In fact it is
stated lliat the present supply
will nut last two weeks longer
THE
l
which is causing much uneasi,
Mrs.
mother of Mrs.
of Quality Groceries U iNonner, celebrated
ness in the agricultural districts
her nine
and big wheat growing sections.
tieth
birthday
last
Tuesday
K
C.

E.

Den is

I

"The People's Paper."

The progressive democrats
won easily at Koswell as they
did at Clovis. According
to
Koswell NViS the fight there
neaily wrecked the town, while
in Curry County
it nearly
wrecked some of tli,
county
officials.
The situation in Chaves county is much the same as
it is here. The bess-e- lost there
and th(.y likewi.se Nst here.
This is said to be due to the
y
Thinirs may now go on
demand as a result
in democratic ranks.
of the bumper wheat crops of
past season and to the disThe membership committee of the
turbed conditions as a result of 1
the Chamber of Commerce are
meeting with splendid success, the war in Europe. It is hoped
having obtained silmut fifty new that the Clovis dealers have laid
in a supply ample to meet all the
members since the lat meeting.
demands of the Curry County
The fair cemwiihe
also an
nouncc that they have nicceed-e- d farmers as the wheat crops here
past season has exceeded all
in raising alwit five hundred this
dollars in .icrniurn money. It former productions.
is also expected to pet a donaAnother Good Rain.
tion uf about two hundred dolWe believe it would be good
lars from the county. The Curry County fair will be held Sep- judgment for this oflice-t- o
keep
i he above heading and this artitember 21, 25 and lit!.
cle ttaiiding iu type as we have
Former Deli pate in Congress had occasion to use it in the
William II. Andrews, whipped last three consecutive
issues.
his opponents to a standstill in A slow, soaking rain
fell in
the Bernalillo county primaries Clovis and throughout the great-e- r
recently.
The
part of the county iast SaturS
faction of the republican party day night ai.d again Monday
of that coun'y h ive learned a night
good lesson in "bossism". UnIn additiunto the big wheat
dismayed at their n ut in the crop recently harvested, it is
primaries they have issued a now certain that' Curry County
challenge to fight it out again in will produce enough corn and
It seems al- forage crops to supply the
Next
the convention.
most certain that Andrews will state.

i
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the
Fleshy People
in Town are
among
Our Patrons
That is Our Strongest Bid

For Thin People's Trade!

j Ensilage Cutting
I have just purchased a
new ensilage cutter of the
latest design.
Can cut 25
ton im hour if necessary.
Let me put up your ensilage for you. Rates reasonable. Apply t- o-

fl

A Car of Soft and Hard Wheal I
Flour. The "Dictator" Brand. We
guarantee it.
Farmers! Bring us your produce.
We pay the highest market nrices.

liaca-Romer-

....

F. E. LOVETT,
Texico,

M. M.
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THE HIGH SCHOOL QUESTION.
The school board of Melrose we do not believe there is a man
in Curry county who would vote
against the hiarh school on account of the little insignificant
amount of increase of taxes, if
he fully understands what one
county we have been unable to mill or two mills means in dolfind a single man who is op- lars and cents. It has been so
posed to the high school after often figured out and explained
he has been fully informed up- to the people, through the press
and otherwise, that the increase
on all phases of the question.
The fact of the high Bchool of taxes to the average taxpayer
law being one of the very best would not exceed twenty-fiv- e
laws enacted in this state, and cents per year, and that would
the first time the not have to be paid until 1915,
this being
people have been called upon to as the tax levy is already made
avail themselves of the advanta- up for 1914. that anyone really
ges to be obtained under the seeking information upon this
law, is the reason the people phase of the question has been
have so many wrong ideas and fully informed, so we are forced
impressions
of what the law to conclude that anyone who
really is. For instance, we find would vote against the high
that tome one has aduanced the school on August 15th, must of
idea that the Melrose school necessity do bo from some selfmotive or be
board could, if they were so dis- ish or envious
posed, levy the full two mills wholly ignorant and uninformed
(which is the maximum which npon the law relating to the
under the law can be levied for high school question.
all high schools in the county)
Referring again to the two
and use a part of this money mill proposition; as intimated
to defray the expenses of main- above, some one has drawn uptaining the public or common on his imaginatiop so hard that
schools.
a fear has been created in some
In answering that question we minds that the Melrose school
have but to refer you to the board might levy or cause to be
high school law which plainly levied the whole two mills for
says that "the money levied for thq one high school. Now in
high school purposes shall be order to forever eliminate that
carried upon the treasurer's fear from your minds, the Melbooks as a separate fund to be rose school board have made the
known as the HIGH SCHOOL following affidavit and caused
FUND and can only be used for the same to be placed on file in
maintaining COUNTY HIGH Clerk's office a t the Court House
SCHOOLS;" so that it would be in Curry County:
impossible for the school board
AFFIDAVIT
to use any of this money to help State op New Mexico
pay the public school expenses
County of Curry
without violating the law with
Now comes J. M. Littlejohn,
impunity and contempt, and in C. H. Hannum and J. D. Lynch,
order to forever eliminating this who after being duly sworn uperroneous idea from your minds, on
their oath depose and say:
we, the school board of Melrose
they comprise the memberThat
hereby declare over our signaship of the Board of Education
tures that we will at no time of Melrose School Dist. No. 12.
lower the levy for public schools And further that if a County
after having a high school, but High School be located at Meupon the other hand the levy
lrose that they will never levy or
for public school purposes will cause to be levied to exceed one
have to be increased as the de- (1) mill on the dollar for High
mand is sure to increase in pro- ,School purposes
and that no
portion to the prosperity of the part of said levy shall ever be
high school. Again, we find a used
for any purpose except for
large number are of the opinion
the maintainance of th9 County
that the entire county has to High School.
help build and equip a building.
Signed:
There is not one word of truth
J. M. Littlejohn
in this assertion, for Section
C. H. Hannum
eight of the high school law
J. D. Lynch.
plainly says that the cost of the
Subscribed and sworn to besite, location of the building and fore me at Melrose, New Mexerection and cost of same, shall ico, this 4th day of Aug., 1914.
be entirely borne by the district
J. E. Love, Notary Public.
where the school is located.
My commission expires Oct.
Now as to the additional tax, 28, 1917.

desires herewith to make a
statement of facts in regard to
the high school to be voted upon
August 15th.
In making a canvass of the

'

I
I

'
Notice.
Water and light accounts
will not be collected on the
streets, at homes and business
houses. You must call at city
office and pay same on or before
the 16th of the month or service will be discontinued on the

New Presbyterian

Church.

Work on the new Presbyterian church is progressing satisfactorily and when completed
will be one of the most attractive houses of worship in the

city. The people of Clovis look
on the new edifice with admirapoint with
18th. The City Council has in- tion and will soon
structed that the ordinance gov pride to the fact that we have
erning this matter be strictly another church building that
would be a credit to any town.
enforced.
Clovis Water and Light The Presbyterians have lon reWorks by Geo. W. Chalfant, alized the necessity of a new
Superintendent
It building but have only recently
P. S. The above has reference been able to raise the funds to
build. The building will be of
to current accounts only.
frame with pebbled dashed conplasterGarden Hose and Garden crete on the outside and
on the inside.
ed
72.
tools.
.

Phone

The pictures at the Lyceum
are better than ever. See them.

2
Can be relied upon as Always Fure and Fresh!

Coffee, Tea, Sugar, Spices.
and a Complete line of Groceries of all kinds as
aa Cvao V EVlllf anil VCTf attloe

3j

WE QUOTE YOU
.

3

3

$1.15
Snow Drift
$1.15
Crusto
$1.35
Flour, per sack -25c
Corn, 3 for
25c
Tomatoes, 3 for
Pie Peaches, per can 10c
Pie Apples, per can 10c
Try our Swift Brisquet.

The Model Grocery
A. B. AUSTIN, Prop

Phone 29.

A Communication.
To

the Voters of Curry

-

ffidavit that they would not take
but one mill of this two mill tax
as they did not need it all.
Now that is not necessary at
all as the members of this Board
may all be in heaven in a short
time
and their successors
would not be bound by their
acts. If this is their intention
and they expect to carry it out
in good faith why did they ask
for a two mill levy instead of a
say we
one mV levy? They
will have an interest in that

North Main Street.

The only way on earth I know
how to preserye my self respect,

manhood and a guiltless conscience is to make my conduct
It
conform to my conscience.
is amusing to hear them try to
defend their position.
They have to wiggle in a id
wiggle out and leave the world
in doubt as ti whether the
snake that made the track was
going north or coming back."
deep blue sea."
Such a compromise of a quesYes sir, they had their brandtion as I see it is simoly an uning iron hot and tried to apply
holy truce between the duty of
it in the form of a resolution
a man and that of cowardice.
committing all these teachers school.
voting
Other
counties
are
against and defeating the same
in favor of this High School at
It would be just as reason- propositions we now have beMelrose, That was the devil on
able
for them to ask us to help fore us. Come out men and
that side and the outiaged taxwomen on August 15th and do
payers of the county would be to feed and support a horse over likewise.
we
tell
can
and
then
us
there
the deep blue sea on the other.
W. P. Anderson.
30 or 40 miles
But thanks to the valiant ser- come over there
away
use
him
some.
and
"Oh
Notice of Suit.
vices and faithful persormance
of duty of a number of these what a tangled web we weave To Frank W. Smith:
practice to deYou will take notice that a
teachers their little scheme foil- when once we
ceive."
suit has been filed and is now
ed of success.
After seeing defeat staring The fact is, there is no code pending in the District Court of
them in the face, they withdrew of ethics on earth that would Curry county, New Mexico in
their resolution. What other justify a man or community in which Lucille Smith is plaintiiT,
steps have been taken? They benefitting bv money or anything and you. the said Frank W.
of value at the expense or loss Smith, are defendant, and that
had just issued a "bull of
to Clovis and to another man or community said suit is numbered 78G on the
Texico who had applied to them without rendering an equiva- Civil Docket of said court; and
have a lent for it. To do so in this that Harry L. Patton, whose
to join with them and
school at Clovis and Texico also. case is simply out of question. business and postofflce address
But they proceed further and But they grow eloquent and in- is Clovis, New Mexico, is atissue an edict of defiance and spired in trying to force us in a torney for plaintiff in said suit.
You will further take notice
ultimatum to Clovis and Texico. class as opposing high schools
That if they failed to get and would have us believe that that the general objects of said
their school that they would see there is not now and never suit is that the said plaintiff obto it that these places should would be a high school in New tain and recover a decree of dinever, no never, get one of Mexico unless thoy get this vorce from you upon the
"Upon what high school at Melrose. "Good grounds of desertion, and for a
schools.
these
meat hath these noble Ceasars God said the woodcock and decree restoring to her the use
fed upon that they have grown away he flew." I have talked of her maiden name.
to two or three, however, who
You will further take notice
so fat!
seem to be under the pressure that unless you appear, answer
referThe word "they" has
ence to advocates and spokes- as above stated, who tell me or plead in said suit on or beman for Melrose not knowing that while it is against their fore the 25th day of September
whether they have an official convictions of right to vote this 1914, judgment by default will
head or not Well, it remains tax on all the people of the be rendered against you, and
to be seen how Clovis and Texi- county, yet would vote for Mel- plaintiff will apply to the Court
for the relief prayed for in her
co will act under this ultimatum. rose to have the school. .
How can a complaint filed in said suit.
There are some people you can
Great Heavens!
In Witness Whereof, I have
coerce and intimidate and there man fa ce one way with his conscience, and the other way with hereunto set my hand as Clerk
are some you cannot.
The Melrose advocates have his conduct His heart on one of said Court, and affixed the
this the
also made
this proposition: side of the fence and his vote seal of said Court
That the board of education, on the other side of the fence. 12th day of August 1914.
A. L Aw alt, Clerk.
including the County Superin- "Oh consistency, thou art a
(Seal)
A13S3
tendent, I believe, would make jewel."

county

New Mexico:
I wish to inform you that during last week while tho school
teachers were gathered at Clovis
a scheme was incubated there
to place thos school teachers
between the "debil and the

Notice of Sale.
Notice is hereby given that
the undersigned, as receiver for
the Orlofsky Jewely Company,
will, by virtue of an order of
court, proceed to sell the entire
stock of Jewelry and Fixtures
belonging to the said Orlofsky
Jewelry Company to the highest bidder for cash in hand, at
public outcry, on the 1st day of
September 1914 at the hour of
10:00 o'clock in the forenoon of
that day, the said sale to be
held at the front door of the
building where the Fitzhugh
Furniture Company formerly occupied, being on Main street
and opposite the South Western
Drug Company place of busi-

ing and Loan Asssociation is
plaintiff, and you, the persons
to whom this notice is addressed,
together with others, are defendants, and that said suit is
numbered 778 on the Civil Docket of said Court.
You will further take notice
that the general objects of said
suit are as follows: To recover
judgment against you, the said
Erastus R. Gamble and Laura
Gamble in the sum of $803.50,
costs,
interest and attorney's

List of Contestants.

PROFESSIONAL

News-Merchan-

R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST
Office Opposite P. O.

CLOVIS,

Following is a list of the contestants in the
Pony Contest. Subscribe for
the News and get 500 votes.
Some of these children are go
ing to win.
Thelma Walker,
Blanchard Pritchard
William Gillenwater
Howard Reeves

Phone 89.
NEW MEX.

DR. A. L. DILLON

Swear in gin
of Rotwell

will be in Clovis from the 10th
to 20th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.
DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats

EXAMINED

FREE

Office jver Skidmore Drug Store
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico.
Lovis,

L. A. Dickman,
...Physician

m. d.

& Surgeon...

....

ALSO FIT GLASSES...

Clovis,

New

Mex.

to-wi- t:

(

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no
tice.

,

See us at once!

5
n

The
Union Mortgage Co.

vkjtMM .

M

.

j

?

JtJtJ

Grading,
Team Work.

Plowing,

Can do your plowing, grading and in fact any kind
of team work. Have plenty of good teams and implements. Prices reasonable

Thos. Reagan.
Clovis,

New Mexico.

The World Moves
-- SO DO I
See J. P. DOOSE for House
Moving.
Texico, New Mex
Phone 109

Walker's Market
GOING FAST! BETTER HURRY!

for all kinds of

Meats and Produce

All those Hair Cuts, Shaves and Baths
E. K.

Nelson's Cafe

SANITARY

Open Day and Night
Meals and Short Orders
Phone 214.
Phone 214.

at the

BARBER SHOP

SANiTARY

Phone 123.

Phone 123.

Sharett, Prop.
All that the name implies.

LEE HAZELWOOD

post-offic-

4

Money!;

Money!

;

Lola Mae Marsh
Bessie Mae Hill
Leroy Gibson
Ralph Sutton
Ethel Stephens.
Philip Cooley
Marie McDaniel
George Reynolds
Nellie Mott
May A. Bell, Texlco.

Office opposite Antlers Hotel
Office phone 53.
Res. 219.

...I

?

Triplett Cox
Harry A. Grissom
Jady Singer
Ruth Scott
Bruce Ashcraft
Flora Whitaker

both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
all diseases

PATIENTS

PBNVIvR. COLO

Vera Herby
Melba Mitchell
Bernard LaLonde
Tom Morrison
Fred Overton
Peter Marsh
Nola Owen
LaVerne Malone
Esther Burns
Charlie Burns
Dollie Byard
Milas Cook
Lloyd Stanton
Mary Katherine O'Connell
Leo O'Connell
Juanita Bra3hier
Creola Marks
Bonnie Wingate
Harmon Smith
Viola Wingate

t:

Cox-Blodg-

Igmw

"Buttons" Cunningham

Physician & Surgeon
Special
attention to diseases of
fee; on account of balance due
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
the
on a promissory not, executand Fitting Glasses.
ed by you to said plaintiff, in
Over Firat Ntlonl Bank.
Office Phon 1(3. Rnidenca Phona 5.
the sum of $1,000 and to foreclose a mortgage deed given to Clovis,
New Mex.
secure said note, conveying the
following described real estate,
ness in Clovis New Mexico, said
in Curry County, New D. D.
situate
stock and fixtures to be sold in
Lot 3 in Block
Mexico,
of tha Arm of Dra. Trailer A Sweoriniln
bulk and for the highest cash

51 in the original town of Clovis
price obtainable.
and to foreclose whatever interday
Witness my hand this 29th
est you, the said The
of July 1914.
D. G. Co.. Ed. T.
Fred W. James.
Massey and A. E. Whitehead
Iceceiver.
might have in said real estate.
Jy31-A2- 1
You will further take notice
that unless you answer or plead
PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT in said suit on or before the
1914.
OF (TO) SECTION TWO OF 5th day of September,
TEN OF THE judgment by default will be
ARTICLE
OF THE rendere dagainst you, and the
CONSTITUTION
STATE OF NEW MEXICO. plaintiff will apply to the Court
for the relief prayed for in its
S. Sub. S. J. R. No. 10.
in said suit.
complaint
Filed March 15. 1913
You will further take notice
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE that Harry L. Patton, whose
THE business and post
OF
LEGISLATURE
office adSTATE OF NEW MEXICO: dress is Clovis. New Mexico is
That Section Two of Article attorney for plaintiff.
In Witness Whereof I have
Ten of the Constitution of the
State of New Mexico, be amend- hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court, this
ed so as to read as follows:
the 22nd day of July 1914.
Article X.
A. L. AwALT,
Section 2. All County officers
Clerk.
shall be elected for a term of
(Seal)
J
two years, and after having
served two consecutive terms,
Notice of Suit.
shall be ineligible to hold any To Jennie A. Caplinger:
for two years
county office
You will take notice that a
thereafter.
suit has been filed and is now
PROPOSING an AMENDMENT pending in the District Court of
OF (TO) SECTION ONE OF Curry County New Mexico, in
FIVE OF THE which Thomas E. Caplinger is
ARTICLE
OF THE plaintiff, and you the said Jen
CONSTITUTION
STATE OF NEW MEXICO. nie A. Cuplinger. are defendant,
and that said suit is numbered
S. J. R. No. 19; Filed
785 on the Civil Docket of said
March 17, 1913
Court, and that Harry L. Pat-ton- ,
Be it Resolved by the Legie
whose business and
slature of the State of
address is Clovis, New
New Mexico:
Mexico, is attorney for plaintiff
That Section One of Article in said suit.
You will further take notice
Five of the Constitution of the
Stete of New Mexico, be amend- that the general object of said
suit is that the said plaintiff.
ed so as to read as follows:
obtain
Thomas E. Caplinger,
V.
Article
recover a decree of divorce
and
de1.
execu'ive
The
Section
partment shall consist of a gov- from you, the said Jennie A.
Caplinger, upon the grounds of
secernor, lieutenant-governor- ,
retary of state, state auditor, desertion, and to secure a destate treasurer, attorney gener- cree of Court vesting in him
al, superintendent of public in- absolute title to the following
struction and commissioner or described real estate situate in
(of) public lands, who shall be
elected for a term of two years Curry County New Mexico,
beginning on the first day of
of Section 19 Tp.
S. W.
January next after their elec- 3N. R. 35 E., also the followtion.
ing described real estate situSuch officers shall, after having served two consecutive ate in the county of Ottawa,
Oklahoma,
of
terms, be ineligible to hold any State
state office for two years there- South half of lots 14 and 15, and
after.
all of lots 4 and 5, in Block 71
The officers of the executive in
the town of Miami.
department except the lieutenwill further take notice
You
during
shall,
governor,
their
ant
terms of office, reside and keep that unless you appear, answer,
the public records, books, pa- or plead in said suit on or bepers and seals of office at the fore the 25th day of September
seat of government.
J 24 A 14. 1914, judgement by default will
be rendered against you, and
plaintiff will apply to the court
Notice of Suit.
for the relief prayed for in his
complaint
filed in said suit.
Laura
Gamble,
To Erastus R.
In Witness Whereof, I have
Dg.
Gamble, The
Co , EdT. Massey and A. E. hereunto set my hand as Clerk
of said Court, and affixed the
Whitehead.
You will hereby take notice seal of said court, this the 7th
that suit has been filed and is day of August 1914,
A. L. Awalt.
now pending in the District
Clerk.
Court of Curry County. New
A13S3
Mexico, in which Clovis Build (Seal)
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DRAY

Every Day

AND

LINK

TRANSI-K-

The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

you find rrore satisfaction in a
pair of FLORSHIEM SHOES.
They fit right. They look right
They stay right.
For sale by

Down Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

A. WIEDMANN.

mm

1

Magic City Furniture and

Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON

BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBjU LANCE SERVICE

Night Phone 235.

to-wi-

Cox-Blodg-

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...

ITS PLAIN SAILING

for us, and it will be for you if
you will permit us to do your
LAUNDRY WORK
112
People who are particular are
we
ours,
because
customers of
We have
the
please them.
machinery and ski Hied help to
a
turn out Laundry work that
cannot be equaled by anyone.
Is it any wonder, therefore,
that we do a large business?

Steam
Laundry

Clovis

South Main St.

Phone

48

CRANE & WILLIAMS,
First Class Work.
1--

2

South Main

St

Props.

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

a V. STEED
Undertaker & Embalmer

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone

38.

a

Do you know
I

I

A. T. & S. F. RY. CO.

1

:

wells fargo express co.
state of new Mexico

We are the Depository for the
1

COUNTY

:

:

And over 800 of

of CURRY

yur f"ends?

i

I

:

ARE YOU DEPOSITING WITH

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK

n.

"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

ALEX SHIPLEY, President.

J. C. NELSON, Cashier.

In Honor of
Miss Geneva McNeill.
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Kelly entertained a number of their
friends at the Elk's Hall Saturday evening at a dancing party
in honor of Miss Geneva McNeill

The Military Dance.
Company "K" of Clovis gave
a delightful dancing

party to
Hall Saturday night.
The boys were
dressed in. theiV military suits
of brown kahki cloth. Capt.
of Chicago.
Blumlein was present and his
Punch was served to refresh good cheer mingled with the
Mrs. S. C. Nutter returned the dancers.
mirth and happiness of the
yesterday from the East where
by crowd.
Music was furnished
The splendid Victrola
she has been apsnding the su
Messrs. Chapman and Ramme. at the Southwestern wa3 used
and
visiting relatives
for music. Ice cream and cake
friends.
Lawn hose and lawn sprinklers
They also were
was served.
"We have money to loan
given a candy treat.
Barry Hardware Co.
Farmers and Stockmen upon apTexas State
proved security."
tf.
Bank of Farwell.
Villi
Thos. C. Mackay, Ph. D. Pro.
fessor of Physics and Matheof the New Mexico
matics
School of Mines at Socorro, was
in the city Friday.

Roland Wicks was in from
Atty Keith Edwards was a
Saturday bragging
visitor at the News office Satur-dr- y his farm
about
his
fine
crops.
from Fort Sumner.
'
The Texas State Bank of
Mrs. G. H. Burns left Monday
for El Paso to spend a month Farwell is a Guaraty Fund
Bank."
tf.
visiting relatives.
F. Saunders, accompanied
J.
Watch your light meter. Ours
by Roy Spaulding, C. A. Miller
was found to be working overand Ralph Wynn went out to
time, light or no light.
Saunders farm 14 miles northpower gasoline west last Friday, returning Sat
Two
engines for sale cheap. Enquire urday.
They had a regular
at this office.
picnic.
Remington
Our gasoline is a little better.
rifle, almost new, for sale at a Try it. -- BARRY HARDWARE
Estray.
bargain. Enquire "C" care of COMPANY. Phone 72.
One light red cow estrayed
News.
Mr. and Mrs. Holt, who for- from ranch two and a half miles
W. II. Land, the Fort Sumner merly resided in
Clovis, came South of Clovis Sunday.
banker was in the city between over from Oklahoma in their On; branded T. H. S. connected
trains Monday returning from car the first of the week and on left thigh or one branded S
C. Houk,
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. FWt 0 on left hip.-- D.
Kansas City.
Mrs. Holt
Curless.
is Mrs. Butcher.
tf
J. A. Bell, of Texarkana, Curless'
sister.
brother of our townsman, H.
The making of candy and ice
Hell is visiting here for several
days. Mr. Bell is a railroud cream is our exclusive business.
Come and try our line. Parish
man.
New Town in Irrigated ValKandy Kitchen.
was
Hollene,
of
B.
E.
Stith.
ley is Coming to the Front.
W. A. Foyil, who has about
in the city on business Saturday.
perfected
arrangements
open
to
t
He reports crops in he pink of
Muleshoe. Tex. Aug. 8. 1914.
a bank in Tucumcari was in the
condition in.hjs neighborhood.
Last month marked another
city several days the first of the
Gov. Wm. McDonald in comweek. He informs us that he stage of progress for the new
pany with Buster DeGraftenreid has
ordered his bank fixtures town of Muleshoe in Bailey
of Ft. Sumner, passed through and
that the new institution County, when several prominent
Clovis yesterday, spending the will
be located in
the Voren-ber- citizpns of vMule!hoe and Far-wemorning in our city.
organized the Blackwater
hotel. Mr. Foyil is a con
W. A. Fovil. who is now en- servative banker and has made State Bunk of Muleshoe.
gaged in the banking business good in that line of business At the first meeting of the di
rectors the following officers
at Tucumcari has been in the wherever he has located.
C. W. Harrison,
city several days this week
wore elected:
C. Bostick of Paris, Tenn., president; M. P. Smith
and J.
and is right a: home anions
one of the stockholders in the A. Oilen, vice presidents; Geo.
Clovisites.
Union Mortgage Company is in P. Kuykendall, Cashier.
F. E. Lovett, of Texico. was the city looking after his interThe parties interested in the
in the city on business mat ests.
He says that the sectioii new enterprise are ull gentleMr. Lovett has
ters Tuesday.
of old Tennessee where he re- men of the highest standing in
just purchased a new ensilage sides has been subjected to a setheir respective communities
cutter and is getting ready for vere drouth and that all crops and their financial rating is un
the fall business.
in this section of the s mthwest questioned.
of Texico are the best he has seen.
Kleemar.,
Hug
There are soma seventy irriwas in the city on land business
W. A. Biumgartner, a pros- gation wells within a ten mile
says perous farmer livinir in the radius of niulethoe and the fine
Mr. Kleeman
Saturday.
that his section of the country, Grady neighborhood, was in the crops that are now in evidence
five miles east of Clovis, failed city Monday. He didn't exact, are sufficient to banish all doubts
to get the big rain Sunday of ly say that the farmers of that concerning the wonderful farmlast week that covered the neighborhood had to use step ing, dairying and truck growing
greater portion of the county.
ladders to reacn the corn ears possibilities of the Blackwater
Texico-Farwel- l
has five wheat but he intimated as much. He Velley.
Mr. Dempster has just comTheir reports that the rains have been
season.
buyers this
pleted a big well two miles north
names will be sent 'you upon frequent and crop3 are the best
of the Y. L. headquarters. The
to the Texas ever.
your request
new gusher will flow about 1000
George
George
BirdsallSr.
tf
and'
State Bank of Farwell.
gallons
per minute.
Coldren
city Tuesday
Ben J. Catt, of Cushion, Ok- Jr. were in the
who
Brothers,
are
townsite
lahoma has been in the city for with- the first load of home agents and general land agents
grown melons of the season
several days, he says for the
are spending thousands of dolpurpose of again getting a sup- from their farm, a half mile lars improving their property.
ply of New Mexico fresh air south of Havener. Mr. Birdsall Tncy have twelve bifc wells in
is telling glowing tales of his
and sunshine.
D. K. Smith recentbumper crop this season and operation.
ly of Omaha, has a section of
by
17
his statements
verified
A. F. Roach, who resides
well improved land stocked with
miles north of St. Vrain bringing us a melon and some good stock and has 80 acres in
Mr. corn which has well filled ears. cultivation under ditch.
was in the city Tuesday.
P. Pelletier, the buss carpenRoach says that he and his We were told that this corn
Mr. ter, has. just
returned from
sons have about GOO acres in grew twelve feet high.
cultivation this year and their Bird'well says that he has for- Muleshoe wKere'he completed
crops are first class. He says ty acres of corn and enough an 8 room bungalow for D. K.
lhat he has had rain every melons to supply .demands. Smith which is strictly modern
time he needed it and that Ok- They report aTheavy rain in the with electric lights, hot air
lahoma farmers are taking sam- Havener neighboreood Monday heating plant and water conples of his crops back to show night which rendered the roads nections. He says Muleshoe is
bound to come to the front.
almost impassible.
what New Mexico is doing.

their friends at
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framework or the gront dome of the Pmnre of Horticulture
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Old Settlers Reunion and Barbecue
Roswell, N. M., Aug. 20, 22, 1914

SB
In order

th:t

you may attend tlv Ron lion and B irbe-cu- ?
Low Rate Tickets will be
the abovj
on sale Aug. 1'.), 20, 21, CIovh to Roswell and return at
rate of .?5 80 for the round trip. Return li'nit Aug. 23rd.

at

K 'swell on

L. R. CONARTY, Agent.
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place to store canned Jrult, butter,
eggs, and such groceries as a person
likes to buy in quantities and keep

HAIIV
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WORK
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The fruit room and the pantry
GOOD FEATURES above were connected by means of a
which has lust a box
about a foot equare and three feet
long, vertically open on the front aide,
fitted with two shelves In the
Modest Dwelling in Which All the and
middle. There waa a pulley near the
celling In the pantry, and a rope with
Modern Ideas of Comfort
a counterweight on the other end
Are Incorporated.
which balanced the boi eo that it
would slide easily up and down. With
this couvenlence it was never neces
PANTRY IN PROPER POSITION sary to tote things up or down cellar.
Only one trip below waa necessary at
any meal time. Very often the box
For Purposes for Which II I Intended Itsfelf contained everything needed,
and It was only a minute's work to
Apartment Should Bo,
It li In
pull it up Into the pantry.
e
Thle Case, Placed on the
Another feature In this little house,
of tho Houio Meina
that Is quite new. Is the stairway
Ssvlng of Labor.
built around the big chimney. It hot
only looks well from the large living
Mr. William A. Hartford will answer
room, but It occupies the least impor
nui'ntluna nd alve ailvlre KREh! OK
COST on all auhJei'H pnrtalnlnK to the tant corner of the house; and It lands
euhject of building, fur the rvadvra of tlila you upstairs In the middle of the hall,
papar. On account of hln wide experience In close proximity to the
doors leading
ea lid or,

.
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Selected
Olives

dumb-waite-
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Out-eld-

Author anil Manufacturer, he
la, without dotiht, the hlirtient authority
on all thpae eubjiete. Adilrcaa all Inquiries
lo William A. Kurlford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenut. Oilman, in., and only encloae
iwo-cen- c
atamp for reply.
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Floor Plan.

Into the different rooms.

Under this

stair are the steps leading to the

cel-

lar, so that space Is economized to
the best advantage.
The material for the walls Is con
crete, preferably run In molds with
provision made fur dead air spaces.
on the holiow wall principle, as this
makes the warmest house because It
prevents dampness. And it Is the
cheapest construction If you take last- ng qualities Into consideration.
A maaslve effect Is given by the
heavy loggia piers. And thla loggia,
by the way, is considered one of the
most attractive parts of the whole
house. The square onenlnzs nre eas- -
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visited many times during the preparation of each inenl, and meals come
along regulnrfy three times a day In
niott healthy families. You can't have
a cool pantry, and have It built In the
body of the house along with the
other rooms, especially In a furnace-heate-

lly fitted with fly screens, so It Is
adnpted for an outdoor summer parlor; and the size Is sufficient to be of
some use, ss It Is 10 feet wide and 20
feet long.
The moms upstairs are stolen from
d
the roof space. And they are right
bouse.
nice little rooms, too. When 1 think
In one little house where a pantry back a few years to the time when
attachment like this was built on, the all auch room room was counted as
apace below was made Into a cold-fru- aula space, good oaf y for storage of
room. The main cellar well was old truck, It Is easy to realize to what
carried across solid and atralght, ex extent small bouses have been Imcept ror a doorway; and a good, heavy proved. Instead of a dark, dingy loft,
door waa hung In the opening.
The without floor, partition, or daylight,
outalde wall under the pantry was car- we now have three bedrooms and a
ried up In the same solid way, and a aplendld bathroom with hot and cold
good ouMde window put In, which water, the same as In large, expensive houses.
PoQCMjj
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Floor Plan.
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Then. In the matter ef light, what a
change! We have here 14 windows
for four rooms and one stairway
which certainly looks like a liberal
allowance, even for these timea of extravagant Ideaa.
It has taken us a long time to learn
t'uat we can build an elegant small
house as well as an elegant large
house, and we are just commencing
to put our knowledge to some practical use. Such cottages as this are becoming common In the more enterprising suburbs of the larger cities;
and the indications are that they will
continue to grow In popularity, for
they meet the requirements of flat
dwellers, who have become heartily
sick of living In dungeons.
The estimated cost of this homelike
place la 12,500.

was covered with a fine wire screen.
The Discussion,
Shelve were built In this fruit room
The wags say Noah used ark
against the outside wall, from near
the cement floor clear up to the cell- lights."
"No, If the ark had pitch within
As tb room la eight fnet six
ing.
Inches long this gave considerable and without. It must have been pltct
helf room; and it proved a splendid dark."

and Dill Pickles

Natnre'e flneet, pal p Uce the ttosne
sude kind and all your trouble saved.
I his extra quality Is true of

I

all Libby't Pickles and Ceo.
almeats and there) is real
C

eeoBomw
la their nse
fuief

OS)

McNeill

Horse Barn Ereoted In

.

1912.

ments mentioned, about 100 head of
ewes are kept. A roomy and conveniently arranged barn for bousing
sheep and goats has just been completed and will render It possible to
test methods of winter feeding of "hothouse" lambs and breeding ewea. During summer months the sheep are carried upon a succession of forage crops
with a view to determining the best
plans of planting and grazing forage
crops In eastern states.
For the past few years there has
been great interest In the milch goat,
which haa often been balled as the
poor man's cow. Today, however,
goata In this country which are good
milkers sell for as much as the aver
age dairy cow. On the continent of
Europe,
particularly
Switzerland,
breeds of goata which are heavy milkers have been developed, but on ac
count of the prevalence of animal dl- -

Common

Doe and Her Kid, Sired
Tofloenberg Buck,

There Is on the farm a flock of the
Barbados woolless sheep. These sheep
are very proline, commonly having
three and occasionally tour lambs at
birth. They will also conceive at any
time of the yeer. Barbados ewes are
being graded up by the use of purebred Southdown rams and selections
are determined mainly by the prolifi
cacy and frequency of lambing, with a
view to producing good mutton conformation with ability to breed early for
The Darbados have
winter lambs.
also been crossed with Merinos. The
I
great difference in the fleeces and
breeding habits of the Barbados and
the Southdown and Merino yields very
valuable material In the crossbred
and their offspring for studying the
manner of Inheritance of wool and
breeding characteristics.
Another Industry attracting considerable attention la that of the production of Persian lamb aklna, which are
the product of the young of the Kara-kul- e
or Arbl sheep which are native
to Russian Turkestan.
The Industry
In this country Is In Its Infancy and
there Is great need of more Information regarding It The department In
Its work at the farm la crossing a
Karakule ram on Cotswold, Leicester,
Cheviot and Lincoln ewes, and has
also made croeaea on Barbados ewea.
This work has not been carried far
'
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Throw Away

your complexion troubles with your
powder pud
no need of either

when you uso pure, harmless

Pomade

"The ALL DAY BEAUTY POWDER"
At all dealers or by mail joe.

Zona Co., Wichita, Kansas.
For Bad Burns.
Don't thrust a burned root or hand
Into cold water. It relieves for a
moment, only to be followed by an Increase of pain, peeling oft of the cuticle, and very frequently by ulceration
of the wound. Don't tie up In a dry
cloth; all woven material Is porous
and admits air. Don't drag off the
clothing. Don't rub or cut off the
banging akin. Your object when
called upon to treat a burn la at once
to exclude air. For this purpose nothing Is better than oil of some sort.
Paraffin is not a bad thing, or vaseline, or common olive oil, or lard and
butter, if both be entirely without salt
First Aid for Everyday Accidents.
Impossible.
neighbor, Mr.

My dear, our
Smith, tho paper says
a bachelor of arts.
Ho

by

senses In continental Europe tbelr Importation Is prohibited. In order lo determine the value of the milch goat
blood In crossing on our native atocfa
a flock of common does was obtained,
and these were bred to Saanen and
Toggenburg bucks. Milk records were
kept of the native does, and such rec
ords will be kept of the
does.
In order to obtain a comparison.
A herd of hogs Is maintained for
the purpose of studying breeding and
feeding problems. A modern, sanitary
houso has been built, and equipped
for conducting this work. There are
also a number of small portable houses
with sufficient space for a sow and lit
ter or two or three mature pigs.
At the farm house there Is also
laboratory for the study of breeding
questions. There are usually about
1,000 guinea pigs on hand, representing 20 families. The effects of In
breeding are being studied as the results from auch Investigations with
guinea pigs throw light upon principles that operate In larger animals.
Results that suggest the existence
of laws of Inheritance In these small
animals can be tested out on larger
animals. By using guinea plgs'a great
saving In time Is erected. It Is possible to secure three generations In a
year, thus showing the effects of any
special method of breeding In a fraction of the time needed with sheep or
cattle and at much smaller expense.

poses.
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city of Washington, to be used for
experimental work In animal breeding
and feeding, and related subjects.
About 190 acres of this are devoted
to dairy interests, and the remainder
(of which about 95 acres are timber
land) to other branches of animal hus
bandry.
On this farm many problems of
economto Importance to the public,
and particularly to the agricultural
public, are given much attention. The
farm work la done largely by mares.
some of which are purebred Percher- ons, and the other grades. These
mares are bred to a Percheron
and therefore not only earn their
living by the farm work they do, but
In addition produce foals. In the summer of 1913 the Imported Percheron
stallion Iaolant 63096 (78859) waa purchased by the department. He Is a
large, black stallion, compact and well
muscled, standing 17 hands In height
and weighing more than a ton.
During the full of 1912, 20 weanling
horse foals and 20 weanling mule foals
were purchased for the purpose of determining the comparative costs of
raising these under farm conditions
from the time of weaning until they
are old enough ror work purposes. A
careful record Is being kopt of all
costs, Including tfiat of breaking, and
full credit will be given to the animals
for the amount of work done by them.
It la expected that the test will be
closed in 1916, when all of the anl
mala will be old enough for work pur

y
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Every ewe from Seville, long famed
as the home ef the world's but olive.
Oely the p4ck el the crap ie offered se
row under the Ubby label.

In the summer of 1910 the depart enough to determine just bow valument of agriculture purchased a farm able the skins from such crosses will
of 47S acres at Belleville, Maryland, be In this country.
whloh Is about twelve miles from the
In connection with the two experi-

A. RADFORD.

The expression, a
bunga
low" wlilcli we often bear Is a mis
nomer. Properly speaking, a bunga
low Is but one story high, and Is cov
ered with a roof having very little
pitch to It. But wo are always Im
proving things. It would be utterly
impossible for the bungalow to travel
across tho contlnont from California
as fur east as Chicago without receiv
ing the Inventive attentions of th
western sons of our "Down-EastYen
kee ancestors.
In this plan we have a dwelling of
nioaeat dimensions, being 25 feet from
front to rear, and 32 feet In width,
t
with a
extension to make
room for a pantry, in this way we
got three splendid rooms on the first
floor, and they are well arranged for
both convenience and looks.
Pantries were never properly built
until this outside attachment was hit
npon. It was born of necessity, like
many other valuable Inventions, and
was Improved upon as occasion demanded.
Pantries are Intended for
the storage of food, both cooked and
otherwise. Naturally, pantries should
bo kept as cool as possible, and they
should be well ventilnted at all times.
Light Is a necessity, and convenience
Is very Important, for the pantry Is

I

half-bre-

this

morning, Is

She Then the paper doesn't know
what It's talking about. You know as
welt aa I do that Smith Is a married
man.
Proof Positive.

"Do you suppose these

women

fashion and society over Indulge

If a man experts to convince bis
wife that ho Is a genius ho must get
buBy during the courtship.
HIT THE SPOT.
Poetum Knocked Out Coffee Alls.
There's a good deal of satisfaction
and comfort in hitting upon the right
thing to rid one of the varied and
conatant ailments caused by coffee
drinking.
"Ever since I can remember,"
writes an Ind. woman, "my father
has been a lover of his coffee, but the
continued use of it so affected his
stomach that be could scarcely eat at
times.
"Mother had
and
dizziness, and if I drank coffee for
breakfast I would taste it all day and
usually go to bed with a headache.
"One day fathe. brought home a
pkg. of Poatum recommended by our
grocer. Mother made it according to
directions on the box and It just "hit
tho spot" It has a dark,
color, changing to golden brown when
cream Is added, and a snappy taste
similar to mild,
coffee, and
we found that Its continued use speedily put an end to all our coffee Ills.
"That was at leaat ten years ago
and Postum has, from that day to
thla, been a standing order of father's
grocery bill.
"When I married, my husband was
a great coffee drinker, although he
admitted that It hurt him. When I
mentioned Postum he said he did not
like the taste of It I told blm I
could make It taste all tight He
smiled and said, try It The result
was a success, he won't have anything but Postum."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek. Mlcb. Read "The Road to
Wellvllle," in pkgs.
Postum now comes In two forms:
Regular Poetum must be well
boiled 15c and 25o packages.
Instant Postum Is a soluble powder. Made In the cup with sot water no boiling 30c and 60o Ins.
The cost per cup of both Unds I
about the same.
There's a Reason" for Poam.
e
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Sheep Bam Erected In 1912.
Crape for Rotation.
that the rich
crops are also the great soil Im

When we conelder

provers It behooves us to make strenuous effort to get one or more of these
crops In our rotation.

In

"Well, what do you sujipose they
have all those boudoir mirrors and
pier glasses for?"
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CLOVIS. NEW
Only a chance to rest
your hands and back
is worth five cents.
BUT there's no chance
about
WASHING POWDER. It
wouldn't increase in
sales every week un-

GOOD SUMMER SAUCES
EXCELLENT TO SERVE
COLD DISHES.

WITH

RUB-NO-MO-

.

9

Recipes of French Chef That Shouts'
Be Ueeful
Tartar Sauea for
Brollod Sardlnaa la Some-thinof a Novtlty.
g

A good aauca adda feat to what otherwise might be Insipid and unattractive In the war of food. The eeason la
at band when cold dlabea are often the
moat appetizing and the moat convenient to serve. Very often a cunningly
prepared aauca will lift euch a dlib
from the uulnlerestlng monotony of a
"leftover" to a temptlug morael with
the stamp of a French chef. In the
large botela where the secret of
are known, largo profits accrue from the aervlng of dinner leftovers In a new Incarnation of luncheon
entreea. Theae reclpea for appetising
aaucea, from the notebook of a French
chef, may prove helpful to the summer
housewife:
Verve Sauce for Cold Fish. Mil by
beating thoroughly four tablespoonfula
of grated horseradish, a tablrspoonful
of finely ground bread crumba, pinch ol
salt, pepper to taste and halt a cupful
of sour cream or milk. Add a
of lemon Juice and pour over
t
cubee of the oold boiled
or cod.- Sauce for Cold Boiled 8almon.
Make a rich drawn butter, season wltb
aalt and paprika. Just before serving
add a tableepoonful of Madeira wine In
which a clove and a bit of ginger have
been marinating for an hour or two.
Garnish the cold fish with lemon and
parsley and serve the aauce separately.
Sauce for Cold Lamb. Melt a glassful of currant Jelly. Add a glaaaful ol
port wine. Bring to acaldlug, but not
boiling point Serve In a small tureen
with cold lamb or fowL
Tartar Sauce for Broiled Bardlnee.
Mix one tablespoonful of tarragon
one teaspoonful of lemon Juice, a pinch
of salt aud a tablespoonful of Worcestershire and heat over hot water
Brown bait a cupful of butter and
strain over the mixture.
Mint Sauce. Break up the leaves ol
fresh mint until you have a cupful
Mix a third of a cup of vinegar and a
fourth of a cup of augar. Heat and
stand at leaal
pour over the mint.
an hour before aervlng.
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WASHING

MORE

POWDER

la a sudless

sinks, toilets and
and sweetens
oar milk crocks, it
germs, it does
nof need hot wster.
cleans

J ills

Car bo Nspths Soap

Five Cents Alt Grocers
Co., Ft Wayne, Ind.
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Oklahoma Directory
JASPER 8IPES COWIPAhiY

FURNITURE

Opera Chnlra and Sohool Suppllea
OKLAHOMA

CITY. OKLAHOMA

without knife. riMnlaand FlMurt
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Obliging,

The fuxuy lady hud noticed that the
rude man sitting beside her on the
street cir had expectorated on the
floor. The fussy ludy Immediately signaled the conductor and Hint, olllclul
came in to sue what wue wanted.
Chlffonade Dressing.
"Do you allow spitting In this cur?"
Mix together the following Ingredi- demanded the fumy ludy.
f
cupful of olive oil.
ents:
"Well, no," replied the conductor.
two tablespoonfula of cider vinegar, "Hut you can come out on the platform
one tablespoonful of tarragon vinegar, If you want to, lady." Cincinnati
teaspoonful aalt,
teateaspoonful of paprika,
spoonful of black pepper, one tableITCHING, BURNING ECZEMA
,
spoonful each of finely eut onion,
green pepper, red pepper, and
R. F. D. No. 1, Box 15, Corapeake,
egg, finely cut. Thorone
oughly mis and serve on lettuce or N. C "My baby began with the ecie-mItching and burning. It broke out
any green aalad.
all over hla head and face, lega and
arms with little pimples. I did not
Ruaelan Siloed Cake.
of a pound of augai sleep any In about four months. He
With
and Itched all night and day for
mix the yolks of Ave eggs, tben gradu- cried months
until his head and face
ally three ouncea of flour. In a tea four
over. He waa disfigapoonful of anise seed, two ouncea ol were matter all
Hla clothing would be
chopped blanched almonds and last tht ured badly. remove
at times.
difficult to
whites of Ave egga whisked quite stiff
"I tried two treatmenta with no sucUna
(paper
narrow
cake
long,
In
Bake
cess at all and I bad almost decided
lined and well buttered), and when tbore was no cure for It. I was told
dry
cool,
and
ths
slice
out
turn
done
by a friend that Cutlcura Soap and
allcea In the oven nntll quite crisp.
Ointment would cure It I washed the
They axe then ready to serve.
child with the Cutlcura Boap and
warm water two or three times a day,
Cake.
Half a Yeast
then anointed him all over wltb the
says
ths Cutlcura Ointment He took a great
"Pennlee make dollars,"
yeaat
cake change and alept night and day. I
wise saw. And although a
costs only a couple of cents and a ball used Cutlcura Boap and Ointment six
hardly
worth sav- months and he was cured completea yeaat cake seems
ing, It la quite possible to save them. ly." (Signed) Mrs. Arma Lee, Mar.
Often It la Inconvenient to get a yeaal 14, 1914.
cake at a nioment'a notice, so on
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment told
kept on hand would prove convenient throughout the world. Sample of each
whole
way
one,
In
keep
to
Thla la the
Bkln Book. Address
free, with
or In part almply Immerse It In flout
"Cutlcura, Dept. L, Boaton." Adv.
needed.
or salt nntll
Some men are as easily rattled as
Poached Eggs With Cheese.
others are bard to shake.
t
prepare
five
aervlnga
For Ave
thick altcea of toasted bread,
Only One "DROMO QUININE"
Make a eauci
round If convenient
Te ft lbs tannine, call for rail asms. LAXAtwo
butter,
tablespoonful
Look for titaerore ot
TIVE 8ROMO0UININ8.
of one level
Stops
Cim Cold In Oneg Dir.
of flour, a lltle aalt; stir these togetbei I. W. CROVR.
cold. lis.
s
cup aosfb sad headache, and work
and add gradually
ful of etralnod tomato to which a
The man who travels on hla cheek
pinch of aoda baa been added, and ought to have a pretty atrong face.
edges
Dip
milk.
the
cup
of
rich
bait a
of the toaat In the aauce, then pour Whenever You Need
General Toale
the sauce over the allcea. Place on
Take drove's
egg,
poached
nicely
a
allca
each
The Old Standard Grove's Tasteless
eprlnkle It with grated cbeeae and set chill Tooio is equally valuable as a
In the oven to melt the cheese.
General Tonio because It contains the
One-hal-

one-ha-

h

para-ley-

hard-cooke-

a

one-fourt-h

three-quarter-

Buttermilk for Holla..
will Insure much softer
and lighter hot rolls than If plain milk
la seed.

Jake, the black cat whose walls led
13 I
neighbors to the dead body of Frank
street,
Ilamble of 216 Weat
Ios Angeles, after life bad Teen extinct a week, found a new home. He
slept for hours In the sunshine, apparently unmindful of the harrowing
hours spent shut in the room wltb the
remains of hla late master.'
fee!
Neighbors adopted the cat when, albunday
waa
most starved, It
taken
V-l- l
'Sr.
YrWIl finish refreshed.
bouae where
from the little
of
bla
Ilamble passed the last hour
cooled,
U
life. Jake waa almost a skeleton, and
In
great care had to be taken at first
brMU
order not to overfeed him, but,
stretched in a rocking chair, his sides
bulging and bis big green eyes closed
CO
THE COCA-COLto mere slits, Jake wua the picture of
ATLANTA, OA.
contentment
IblaS
An
Hamble'e mother. Mrs. F. A. Sauncomders, offered to care for the sole
panion of her aon for many montha
Whenever a widow and a widower
prior to his death, but when abe found CANADA-TSAVE ANTELOPE
begin to discuss matrimony, the
Jake apparently happy and content to
remain with a neighboring family, abe Seton and Graham Have Drawn Plana chances are that the argument will releft him In his adopted home.
sult in a tie.
for Perpetuation of Rapidly
Tho body of Mr. Hamble waa found
Dying
by Patrolman Johnson after
the
To remove soreness use Hanford'l
mournful cries of the cat had aroused
The rescue and perpetuation of the Balaam. Adv.
the neighborhood to the fact that rapidly disappearing
anA man who never argues wltb a
something was wrong in the little
telope la to be undertaken by the Cagerms of wisdom.
nadian government. It has enlisted the woman baa the
services of Ernest Thompson Seton,
nlt'KKY'igoi.D R
Beauty Rules for 8ummer.
the naturalist, and Maxwell Graham, rnrnrorwmiS0rM,iip
Uuat but. Aif
Avoid heavy and very rich meals, chief of the zoological division at Otlight and digestible fa re la required, tawa, who bave outlined a plan which
A homely girl la just as nice to kiss
consisting chiefly of fish, eggs, poul- promises success. They propose the as a pretty one In the dark.
try, salads, cheese and fruit, sweets establishment of three fenced parks
made with milk, cream and eggs, and. for antelope in different parte of the
so on, mostly cold, though too many
animals' favorite range, on areas not
Ices should not be taken. They are
desirable for agriculture and In regions
responsible for moat summer mala- that still contain wild antelope.
Coldi, fevers, congestion and girm
are protty lura W overwork tin
dies. Iced drinks should also be taken
,
The first step waa to outline the antbem weak, la
and
In moderation; and the refreshing
present range of the antein fsut at any time when uilclon
and
cient
lemonade or "cups" made with light lope, then to ascertain the probable
li arouied by a lame, aculnir lurk,
wines, bock, moselle or with fruit
palna, beadacha, dUilum or
number at large. The combined evidlnonlerrd urine, the use of Doan't
sirups, are beat. If spirits are taken
many game wardena and
of
Kidney Pills Is a stitch In thus that
dence
at all it should be Infrequently.
may avoid aurlout kidney dlwaaa.
mounted police shows that there are
The face should only be washed between 1.000 and 1.000 antelope still
Doan't Kidney Pllln command confidence,
unhI,
for no oilier mnnly Is ao wldi-lwith soap and water last thing at at lnrge in the Canadian northwest.
or so generally
do freely reooiuuiauded
night, but It Is very refreshing to
of l'JdO and
to
winter
Prior
the
hard
tucoeuful.
spray It and the back frequently with 1U07,
were at least ten times as
An Oklahoma Case
r
rose or
water to which many;there
but that long, fierce spell of
simple tincture of benzoin has been
JT.w- - Ui.a ?'.
deep snow killed them off by
added, drop by drop, In the proportion frost and
pent huntlrtrll of
thousands.
of one teaapoonful of the tincture to
dollari trying to
cur
of
a half pint of rose water. . Dry with a
y distitif. but I
Have Something Better.
wasn't helped a
soft handkerchief, then apply a little
from
you
extremely
"Don't
suffer
Th
bit.
face cream, smooth this off
had were
city visitor
wful and I sufwith the handkerchief and dust on a laaaltude here?" aaked theswump
counfered from trrrl
The face waab of a villager back In the
little good powder.
sharp
pains In
ti,
my aldts,
I had
mentioned is wonderfully cleansing, try.
to jrei up often at
nobody
slch
bavin'
"Never
o'
heerd
and, wltb the cream, provides a great
niht to pnss the
we
Is
wust
has
kidney
here
Th'
dlaease.
a
protection agulnst freckles and
On a doctor's adfever an' agy." Livingston Lance.
Doan's
vice. I
Sixty-nint-
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your thirst slip

A
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A Stitch in Time
kld-nr-
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elder-flowe-
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Pills an 4 flva boxes completely
ma."
Cat DosVa at Any Stotv. 80a a Bos

Kidney

Saving the Innocents.
"Just as the twig Is bent the tree's
Inclined," wrote Pope, and aa he waa
discussing "man" aud not arboriculture, he undoubtedly had the babies
and their welfare in mind. The season
la near at hand In our larger cities, If
not already here, when the health of
our Infant population should be a matter of philanthropic and publlo concern, aa we know to a considerable extent It will be. The floating hospital
will put to sea with its precious freight
In quest of air that is purest and
breetea that are most reviving. The
milk stations will do their best with
the resources at command, though the
city should have a larger part in thla
beneficent work. We have been making progress along this line. We have
arrived at a larger perception of both
public and private responsibility for
the conservation of infant life and
health, but the field la such a comprehensive one that much more remains
to be done. Boston Transcript.
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Important to Mother

Rxnmine carefully every bottle ol
CASTOKIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infanta and children, and sua that It

Signatured
In Use For Over SO

S&U
Years.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

DOAN'S"f mTiV

CO, BUFFALO, K Y.

Why Scratch?
0

"HunfsCure" laguar.
anteed to Stop an6

Just the Difference.
Wife (pouting) "You have ceased
to love me." Hub (enjoying cigar and
newspaper) "No, my dear; I've only
ceased making love to' you."

permanently cure that
terrible itching. It ii
compounded for that

purpose and your money
will be promptly refunded
ana (irannlal! Krlld: Nu HtnartlnK
WITHOUT QUESTION
trm Mre
Oumluru Writ fur Book at thn Kra
If Hunt'a Core fails to cure
tninail
MurlDo airs Uawear Co., Clucagu,
Vraa.
itch, Ecsetna, Tatter, Ring
Worm or any other Skin
Quite a Different Matter.
Disease. 30c at your draggiat'a, or by mail
"Did you tell Blgley I was a HarT"
if
hasn't
it. Manufactured only by
he
direct
"No. I just asked him if be knew A. 8. RICHARDS MEDICINE CO, Shirmia. Teiii
you were."

owjr mtroaiRT wim.
Torn
TFtx top
Murine Hr
f"r Hrcl, Weak. Watftry

Trjr

FOR OLD AND YOUNG
Many a woman has got her husband
MverPNIa act aa khxlly en the chad,
Into a bad scrape by using bis razor Tott's
the delicate female or lollrai aid ate, as apoe
to sharpen a lead pencil.

2B-1-

post-car- d

Tn Clean Laces.
Delicate laces which have becoma
SO csnta
tolled may be cleaned beautifully by Builds op the Whole System.
queeslng them through skim milk to
The average man think his Intelliwhich a little bluing baa been added.
They come out of their bath looking gence la above the average.
like new and are Just the right stiff
ness when starched and'drled, or dried
and Ironed between clotha over a turk-Istowel pad.

, Buttermilk

Animal, Whose Cries Revealed Master's Body, Gets New
Home at toe Angeles.

Poe-esqu-

An Attractive Thesis.
Ttrd Cross Ball Blue, much better, goes
"This university offers me a degree farther than liquid blue. Get from sny
If I will write 'em a thesis," remarked grocer. Adv.
and atrensch to the weak atoaaacka
five lane
owtif , kidney and Madder..
the eminent millionaire.
folly,
It
laugh
but
Men
feminine
at
"Urn."
W. N. U, Oklahoma City, No.
"But what sort of a thesis can 1 fools them Just the same.
writer
;hs food reaches the stomach It IssaMeeted te a Menharfav
"'Pay the bearer' ought to All the
ling movement by tbenoaeular walls of tbestosaach
(Seea
ce'a Medical Adviser, petre 46). In the liver, kidneys and
MJT.
bill," suggested bla cynical chief of
skin, th blood is purified of its wait materials theae orxana act
suit.
aa human filter, leavina? the blood Dure and slssr nnlais live.
digestive tract and ludaes are cloggsd.
Marital Reciprocity.
He My dear, I have Invited my
af?
mother to spend the week with ua.
Bhe Oh, James, I'm not prepared
for company. Why did you ask ber
nowt
I am determined you
.11
Is a stomach, liver and kidney tonic by assisting1
Joke
ahall not bave thla mother-in-larxi: the stomach to assimilate, the liver to filter, the
all to yourself.
kidneys to act the poisons are removed, the red blood
corpuscles are increased and one feels light, fresh and active
Even some laxy men may get buay,
instead of logy, dull and heavy. The ''Discovery" atimo-latthe stomach, increases action of heart and arter
but the trouble la that they don't keep
of any character.
ies and ii a most satisfactory alterative in blood-taibusy.
well known tonio properties of QUININE
The refreshing; influence of this extract of native medicinal planta baa
sod IRON. It sets on the Liver, Drives
boen favorably known for over forty years. Everywhere tooe neighbor
Keep Hanford's Balsam In Tour
out Malaria, Enriches the Blood and
can tell you of the good it baa done.
32--
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At the age of twenty a girt thinks
she ought to acore in a love affair.
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..MEN'S SUIT..

Fairfield Happenings.

We had another nice liit'e
MoL'an
in this community Mon
Mrs.
are enjoying a visit with
MeL-an- 's
brother an. 'wife from day night.
I'.ro. Taylor, the pastor of the
Illinois. Tne folks express them-selve- s
us being agreeably sur- Baptist church at Texico is conprised at the Rood crops here ducting a vety successful meetami talk as though they may be ing at Locust Grove, this week.
induce J t') locate with us.
Frio
J. D. Meirill and A. T. Wilpeople alway have a warm wel- liams
returned last week from
come for such folks and hope Panhandle, Texas where they
they will .stay wi litis ami induce have been working in
the harothers to come aid locate.
vest fields.
W. N. Bern's. T. A. Slater, G.
We are glad
t state th.it
V. Tugue a n d
Wilson Davis Aunt Nora Blair
and little Do
were Clovis visitors 'on Monday. ris, who have been sick, are able
Mr. Tague and Mr. Davis wer to
be up again.
making proof before CommisM. L Rodders
and Cleve
sioner Curren.
Houston left for Muleshoo,
T. Sinoot, of Oklahoma, is vis Texas,
one day last week.
iting Ins sister, .Mrs, w. N.
Arthur and James Curry, who
Bet t is.
have been working at Muleshue,
I. K. Bru.wi a:id family, of
returned batunlay.
Texieo, were
in the Frio
Mrs. Will Martin left Tuescommunity on last Sunday and
day for Kansas tj visit friends
attended Sunday Sehotl.
and relative-!Crops are still doing fine, b.it
J. 0. Landon and others atuvu.'d he all the better for a
tended the Woodmen's meeting
little rain.
at Texico Monday night.
Oid Tim r.
il

n n

-

rffm cwi

Mi

I n

V'"

Mrs. G.?org

1

Aug.

SATURDAY

15

Aug. 17

AND

MONDAY

ff r
lLJJ

$18.00, $20.00 and $25.0fr Men's. (M
Suits, Saturday and Monday only fcj)
$12.50 and $15.00 Men's Suits,
Saturday and Monday only, choice

O

g

$8.00

Remember these prices are good only two days
AND FOR CASH ONLY!

.

Havener News

Field Notes.

(Crowded out last week)

J.

The par;y at Mr. Eshleman's
last Saturiay night was attended by a large crowd. All report
a glorious time.
Bertie Iishleman spent Saturday night and Sunday with home
folks.
Bob McClung spent Sunday
and Sunday night with his sister
Mrs. C. II. Hopkins.
Prof. C. J. Shoup is attending
tht Normal at Clovis this week.
George Riidsall Jr. sient Sunday with Dewey Eshleman.
Pele McCoy a n d family returned to their home in Lubbock
after spending a few days with
their Uncle and Aunt, Mr. and
Mrs. C II Hopkins.
0. M. I toss, C. C. Magee and
1'. V. Winn are helping Mr.
Norns and crew put in ties this

i

Sa'-irda-

Lone Prairie Items
(Crowed out last week)
We hear the good news that
Mr. Dent has an abundance of
water in the well which he has
just drilled.
Chas. Justus was a Clovis visitor t week
Mrs. Murphy and Miss Neva
Hughes were calling on Mrs.
McCurry and Mrs. Phillips one
day last week.
Owi"g to the wind not blowing, water has been very scarce
and stock are having to be
driven to the lakes.
Herman Phillips went to Fort
Sumner Saturday to work in the
cantaloupe crop.
Several friends of Mr. McDan-ie- l
met at his home Monday
evening with cakes and ice
cream find spent a social evening, it being Mr. McDaniel's

Ue had a nice rain Saturday
which was greatly appreciated
by all unless it was the wheat
The Murphy Hotel i s being
haulers. Ic is a common thing treated to a fresh coat of paint
to tee or hear of some of them by its owner, Mr. Ripley.
being stuck in the mud on soft
D. M. Whitley, who has been
roads.
The third anniversary of the New Mexico Conservatory of Mud"ing some carpenat. Mules-hoBroom corn pulling will be the ter work, returned home Satur- - sic was observed with a recital at the M. E. Church, Tuesday
order of the day now for awhile.
afternoon and night.
Every one taking part acquitted hinisdf creditably but especial
Stalllngs,
deputy
sheriff
Kent
Frio News
was taken, by the audience, in the rendition of Faust,
interest
of Parmer County Texas return- by Ruth Hyatt and Hazel Kirk. At the
Misses Merle Davis and Bessie f'f M'OIYl H OUKlMtMS LT II 1 J lj Tl - "Fantasie
close of the progiiirn, these young Indies
were awarded gold
:
McLean were
in Ilolleno
f,!,io Mnndsiv
medals,
Rev.
Moore
the,
presenting
a
well cho3'n refew
a
after
Liberty
Bell
week.
last
and
B. F Lur.ford is on a business
marks, hs reward medals.
Don't know just which one of mission
at Hereford this week,
Rev. Marston named eleven mem i"rs in the school who had
the boys they were calling on.
J. M. Healv, of Sweetwater, earned certificates of merit an gave this class a short talk
Mrs. Eliz iboth Fahsholtz was Texm,
anived here Tuesday.
which was encouraging.
visiting the family of Tom Slater
ot
Mr. Puttee,
southwest
Prof. Croft announced that V.) members, were to receive Dilast Sunday and Kate Davis
Clovis Monday in
town
plomas
at
was
of Merit.
Miss Bertha Fahsholtz.
terviewing some of the mer- The bass solo, "Asleep in the Deep" by Mr. Osterholm, and
Geo. McLean and Wilson Davis
chun ts of that place.
piano accompaniment by Muson Croft which deserves especial
are both sowing alfalfa.
The Baptist church house is mention.
The Sunday School and prayer undergoing a series of repair in
Misses Rubv Lmta and Esther Comstock favored their hearers
meeting was well attended last
.
and pa- with piano solos.
the way of
ommj.) , there being a large pering. G. W. Bell, the state
The following program was rendered at night:
crowd of attentive people pres line painter is doing the work.
ent at both services.
J. M. Gates made a business
Invocation -- Dr. Mooitu.
W. N. Bettis has finished cuttrip to the County Capitol
ting his millet and certainly has
1.
Conservatory Orchestra, Overture, "Claremonf
McCosh
.
a fine lot of extra good hay.
Powell
We believe that the people of 2. "The Violet"
O. J. McLean and Fay and
Marcella Shade.
the northern and eastern.states
George Davis have put up sev- - are becoming wise and see that
3.
"Merry Bird" Waltz
Fcaris
eral tons of native hay also T. A. one can raise as much on (ivf
Mitchell..
Melba
Slater and Jim Brown have and ten dollar land in this counAugust Lowrney
Reverie "Shadows-o"gone and done likewise." The try as he can on one hundred
the Water"
hay does look ymx to this writer. dollar per acre land in his naCarrie Ntff.
There was another fine rain tive state. Therefore, we look
Caprice "Love's Awakening" Op. 147
Drumheller
last Sunday night and Monday for quite an emnngration here
Ella Curren.
morning.
We will certainly thU fall and winter.
"Falling Wa'ers"
Treauax
have fine crops nov, if not, why
Minnie Sanders.
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birthday.

stacking

wheat.

weik.
Miss Amy Anderson came out:
home last Saturday and attend- the parly at Mr. Eshleman s
Saturday night.
Mrs. Hankhouse visited home
folks
and S. in. lay
to Clovis on the early
train Monday,
liobt Lymes is rebuilding his
house this week.

A. Thomas is busy

Conservatory Orchestra

Old Timer.

Texico

Farwell

fi

Another fine rain.
Rev. Taylor, of the Baptist
Church is holding a revival
meeting at Locust Grove. It is
reported that he is having good
success as there has been a number of professions and several
additions to the church.
The farmers of this vicinity
have shed their long whiskered
faces as completely as an old
black snake sheds his hide,
owing t o the bountifull crops
growing and prospects of good
prices.

"Bell Flower" Waltz
Dot Pendergrass.
t

"Evening Chimes"

Trader
Sidney Smith

Bessie Wood.
10.

Bass Solo "Asleep in the Deep"
Axel Osterholm.

Petrie

11.

Piano Duett "Delta Kappa March" Op, 31
Esther Comslock, Minnie Sanders.
Conservatory Orchestra

Pease

12.
w

-

Win a pony

!

13.

Faust, "Fantaiiie Elegante"
in a contest by
Ruth Hyatt and Hazel Kirk.

14.

Awarding of

15.

Orchestra

r t

subscribe for the

News

Diplomas of Honor
Certificates Merit
Gold Medals.

Leybach

